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Remember to look up at the stars and not down at 
your feet. Try to make sense of what you see and wonder 
about what makes the universe exist. Be curious. And 
however difficult life may seen, there is always 
something you can do and succeed at. It matters that 
you don't just give up. 
 
-Stephen Hawking 
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ABSTRACT           
 
 
The stoichiometry of biological decomposition reactions of many organic compounds 
depends on the environmental conditions and the relative concentrations of reactants and 
products, making that, often the calculation models based on constant stoichiometric 
coefficients are not able to describe experimental values. This is the case of proteins in 
anaerobic medium, for which an effective and realistic method for expressing the dynamics of 
aminoacids reactions has not been found yet. A methodology that has begun to be explored is 
to raise the reactions using variable stoichiometric coefficients, depending on thermodynamic 
relations expressing the energy available for the microorganisms growth. 
Since the reactions of aminoacids in anaerobic environment gives volatile fatty acids (VFA) and 
H2, a preliminary step to raise variable stoichiometry reactions of aminoacids is to clearly 
define the subsequent reactions related to its products using the same methodology, that is, 
to estimate a variable stoichiometry depending of thermodynamic variables. 
The aim of this work has been to study the biological decomposition reaction in anaerobic 
environment of valeric acid, one of the VFA produced. This acid produces propionate, acetate 
and hydrogen, propionate produces acetate and hydrogen, and the methane is produced 
finally from the last two compounds. The system is composed by four microorganism 
populations, catalysing four different interrelated biological reactions.  
The method applied has been to estimate the change of the Gibbs free energy of every 
reaction depending on the concentrations of reactants and products, and to determine the 
energy available for the microorganisms growth, which is variable along time during the 
system dynamics evolution. Variable maximum growth constant for every microorganism has 
been estimated based on the derived variable stoichiometry, obtaining a kinetic model with 
thermodynamic control. Published data related to batch experiments designed to study the 
kinetics of valerate decomposition were used to contrast results of the numerical simulations 
performed. 
Numerical simulations obtained, considering different hypothesis, present a good 
approximation to experimental data, with determination coefficients higher than 0.9 in many 
cases. Although these good results, more work must be done in order to consider the gas-
liquid mass transfer, the effect of the pH variation or the estimation of some parameters 
accurately, such as the electron transfer efficiency for every reaction or microorganism, . This 
work could be considered a first stage for further developments with promising applications to 
biological systems modelling. 
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RESUM            
 
 
L'estequiometria de les reaccions de descomposició biològica de molts compostos 
orgànics depèn de les condicions ambientals i les concentracions relatives de reactius i 
productes, fent que sovint els models de càlcul basats en coeficients estequiomètrics constants 
no siguin capaços de descriure els valors experimentals. Aquest és el cas de les proteïnes en 
medi anaerobi, per les quals encara no s'ha trobat una metodologia eficaç i realista per 
l'expressió de la dinàmica de les reaccions dels aminoàcids. Una metodologia que ha començat 
a ser explorada és la de plantejar les reaccions utilitzant coeficients estequiomètrics variables 
que depenguin de les relacions termodinàmiques en funció de l'energia disponible per al 
creixement dels microorganismes.  
Atès que les reaccions dels aminoàcids en medi  anaeròbic donen àcids grassos volàtils (AGV) i 
H2, un pas previ per plantejar les reaccions d’estequiometria variable és definir clarament les 
reaccions subsegüents relacionades amb els seus productes utilitzant la mateixa metodologia, 
és a dir, utilitzant una estequiometria variable en funció de les variables termodinàmiques.  
L'objectiu d'aquest treball ha estat l'estudi de la reacció de descomposició biològica en medi 
anaeròbic de l’àcid valèric, un dels AGV produïts. Aquest àcid produeix àcid propiònic, àcid 
acètic i hidrogen, l’àcid propiònic produeix hidrogen i àcid acètic, i finalment es produeix metà 
a partir d’aquests dos últims compostos. El sistema es composa de quatre poblacions de 
microorganismes, que catalitzen les quatre reaccions biològiques. 
El mètode aplicat ha estat estimar el canvi en l'energia lliure de Gibbs de cada reacció en 
funció de les concentracions de reactius i productes, per poder determinar l'energia disponible 
per al creixement dels microorganismes, que serà variable al llarg del temps durant l'evolució 
dinàmica del sistema. La taxa màxima de creixement variable per cada microorganisme s'ha 
estimat en base a l'estequiometria variable, obtenint un model cinètic amb control 
termodinàmic. S’han utilitzat dades publicades relacionades amb els experiments ‘batch’ per 
l’estudi de la cinètica de descomposició del valerat, per contrastar els resultats de les 
simulacions numèriques realitzades.  
Tenint en compte diferents hipòtesis, les simulacions numèriques obtingudes, presenten una 
bona aproximació a les dades experimentals, amb coeficients de determinació superiors a 0,9 
en molts casos. Tot i que aquests resultats son bons, s’ha de realitzar mes feina encara per tal 
de per exemple considerar la transferència gas-líquid, l'efecte de la variació del pH o 
l'estimació d'alguns paràmetres amb més precisió, com ara l'eficiència en la transferència 
d'electrons per cada reacció o microorganisme. Aquest treball podria ser considerat com una 
primera etapa pel que fa al desenvolupament d’ aplicacions prometedores  per la modelització 
de sistemes biològics. 
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RESUMEN           
 
 
La estequiometría de las reacciones de descomposición biológica de muchos 
compuestos orgánicos depende de las condiciones ambientales y las concentraciones relativas 
de reactivos y productos, haciendo que, a menudo los modelos de cálculo basados en 
coeficientes estequiométricos constantes no sean capaces de describir los valores 
experimentales. Este es el caso de las proteínas en medio anaerobio, para las cuales todavía no 
se ha encontrado una metodología eficaz y realista para la expresión de la dinámica de las 
reacciones de los aminoácidos. Una metodología que ha empezado a ser explorada es la de 
plantear las reacciones utilizando coeficientes estequiométricos variables, en función de las 
relaciones termodinámicas que expresan la energía disponible para el crecimiento de los 
microorganismos. 
Dado que las reacciones de los aminoácidos en el medio anaeróbico dan ácidos grasos volátiles 
(AGV) y H2, un paso previo para plantear las reacciones de estequiometría variable de los 
aminoácidos es definir claramente las reacciones subsiguientes relacionadas con sus productos 
utilizando la misma metodología, es decir, una estequiometría variable en función de las 
variables termodinámicas. 
El objetivo de este trabajo ha sido el estudio de la reacción de descomposición biológica en 
medio anaeróbico del ácido valérico, uno de los AGV producidos. Este ácido produce ácido 
propiónico, ácido acético e hidrógeno, el ácido propiónico produce hidrógeno y ácido acético, 
y finalmente se produce metano a partir de estos dos últimos compuestos. El sistema se 
compone de cuatro poblaciones de microorganismos que catalizan las cuatro reacciones 
biológicas. 
El método aplicado ha sido estimar el cambio de la energía libre de Gibbs de cada reacción en 
función de las concentraciones de reactivos y productos, para  poder determinar la energía 
disponible para el crecimiento de microorganismos, que será variable a lo largo del tiempo 
durante la evolución dinámica del sistema. La tasa máxima de crecimiento variable para cada 
microorganismo se ha estimado en base a la estequiometria variable, obteniendo un modelo 
cinético con control termodinámico. Se han utilizado los datos publicados relacionados con los 
experimentos ‘batch’ para el estudio de la cinética de descomposición ácido valérico, para 
contrastar los resultados de las simulaciones numéricas realizadas. 
Teniendo en cuenta diferentes hipótesis, las simulaciones numéricas obtenidas, presentan una 
buena aproximación a los datos experimentales, con coeficientes de determinación superiores 
a 0,9 en muchos casos. Aunque estos resultados son buenos, se requiere más trabajo con el fin 
de considerar por ejemplo la transferencia gas-líquido, el efecto de la variación del pH o la 
estimación de algunos parámetros con más precisión, tales como la eficiencia en la 
transferencia de electrones para cada reacción o microorganismo. Este trabajo podría ser 
considerado como una primera etapa en el futuro desarrollo de aplicaciones para la 
modelización de sistemas biológicos. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCCION AND OBJECTIVES     
 
Waste generation and the need for their proper management is one of the most 
important environmental challenges of modern societies, especially for most industrialized. 
Residue is something unusable intended for abandonment, and capable of being fully or 
partially recovered in some cases. According to this scenario a good practice of waste 
treatment is essential.  
When striving for a sustainable waste management system, the prime goals are to render the 
waste harmless and to return elements to natural cycles. These processes should have been 
completed during a human lifetime to ensure that future generations will not suffer for today’s 
way of life. Moreover, waste treatment has to be performed as carefully as possible in the use 
of materials and energy. This includes that waste should be re-used by upgrading, recirculation 
or cascading; if a positive environmental net profit is achieved. 
Usual waste treatment methods are: 
• Land filling 
• Combustion  
• Aerobic stabilisation (composting) 
• Anaerobic digestion (AD) 
 
1. PRINCIPLES OF ANAEROBIC DIGESTION  
 
1.1. Context 
 
Anaerobic conversions are among the oldest biological process technologies utilised by 
mankind, initially mainly for food and beverage production. They have been applied and 
developed over many centuries. The industrialization of AD began in 1859 with the first 
digestion plant in Bombay, although the most dramatic advances have been achieved in the 
last few decades with the introduction of various forms of high-rate treatment processes 
particularly for industrial wastewater (Johansson et al, 1993). 
In recent times European countries have come under pressure to explore AD market for two 
significant reasons: higher energy prices and increasingly stringent environmental regulations. 
AD facilities usually have a good record in treating a wide spectrum of waste streams. More 
than 14.000 electricity plants and more than 23.000 CHP plants operate in Europe that leads in 
large centralised AD systems. 
Energy recovery from biogas has taken a leap forward in the European Union. Primary energy 
production grew by 15,7% in 2012 compared to 2011 (EurObserv’ER, 2013). 
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1.2. General process description 
 
Anaerobic digestion is a well known process in which organic matter breaks down 
naturally in the absence of oxygen to produce two valuable products, biogas and digestate 
(Figure 1-1).  
It is a complex process in which different groups of microorganisms are involved. The organic 
materials decompose into simpler compounds that are converted into volatile fatty acids, 
which are the principal intermediates and process modulators. These acids are consumed by 
the methanogenic microorganisms to produce methane and carbon dioxide. All these 
processes take place simultaneously in the reactor or digester. 
Digesters are used to exploit this biogas that can be considered a good fuel, and is useful for 
combustion, heat generation or to produce electricity. Separated digested solids can be 
composted or directly applied to cropland or converted into other products. Nutrients in the 
liquid stream are used in agriculture as fertilizer. AD can also offer a range of other benefits. 
• Lowers fossil fuel use 
• Lowers mineral fertilisers use 
• Lowers GHG emissions from open manure stores 
• Provides a highly efficient method for resource recycling 
• Closes the production cycle 
The most valuable use of AD is to combine both waste management and by-products use. 
Especially for waste management, it is unlikely that AD will be a viable treatment without using 
the biogas and digestate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 1-1: Anaerobic digestion general process. Transformation of organic wastes to organic 
compost and energy (Source: www.ionacapital.co.uk). 
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1.3. Suitable wastes for anaerobic digestion 
 
Organic waste includes a wide range of wastes materials from industrial and 
commercial operating. These organic wastes, in solid or liquid form, may form a suitable 
feedstock for AD. Here there are a few examples: 
 
1.3.1. Sewage sludge 
 
Sewage sludge from biological treatment plants is a highly active material which 
quickly starts fermenting on anaerobic conditions. It is usually delivered in liquid from at 
approximately 5% TS or dried to 20-25% TS. Anaerobic digestion has become a standard for 
the treatment of sewage sludge because of its low operational costs. It is also suitable to 
improve dewatering capability, renders if safer for land application and to obtain energy. 
Sewage sludge has long been treated with AD and it is well-established technology. 
In co-digestion plants, the addition of sludge to the organic fraction of MSW will increase the 
nutrient level as well as adding moisture content. The addition of 5% sewage sludge to MSW 
has been proved to give a good process performance and reactor stability, but better 
anaerobic digestion performance has been achieved with a feedstock of 80:20 rations MSW: 
sewage sludge. 
 
1.3.2. Farm waste 
 
Installation of AD digesters for cattle pig and poultry manure/slurry treatment at 
individual farm level dates from the early 1970s. Nowadays, it is a standard technology in 
upgrading of biowaste from agriculture. In Denmark, 75% of the biomass treated in the AD 
plants is manure. It represents the larger amount of waste treated by AD and also the most 
current applications. 
Animal waste, which is the predominant waste material in agricultural digestion, is an 
inhomogeneous material with total solid content between 2% and 12%. The predominant 
number of digesters is therefore of the type of a continually stirred tank reactor. 
 
1.3.3. Municipal solid waste 
 
The anaerobic digestion of municipal solid waste is technically, perfectly feasible. 
However one the fundamental issues is whether the organic waste should be collected 
separately or whether mechanical segregation of the whole waste should be a part of the 
treatment process. Source segregation does not mean that the waste does not contain any 
unwanted material. Glass, plastic and other materials will always have to be removed. 
However, if the process is well designed and carefully run, then a high quality product can be 
achieved (Steffen et al, 1998; Monnet, 2003) 
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1.4. Biological process 
 
At least three different metabolic groups of microorganisms are responsible for the 
conversion of organic carbon into its most reduced form (methane) and its most oxidised form 
(carbon dioxide). Hydrolysing and fermenting bacteria break down the feedstock into soluble 
polymers or monomers and ferment them to carbon dioxide, hydrogen, acetate, alcohols and 
longer-chain organic acids. Finally, methanogenic bacteria use one and two carbon compounds 
to produce methane, carbon dioxide and water. 
 
The overall conversion process of complex organic matter into methane and carbon dioxide 
can be divided into four steps: hydrolysis, acidogenesis, acetogenesis and methanogenesis 
(Figure 1-2). In an anaerobic digester, the four processes occur simultaneously. When the 
anaerobic digester performs properly, the conversion of the intermediate products is virtually 
complete, so that the concentrations of these are low at any time. 
 
1.4.1. Hydrolysis 
 
In the first stage, complex organic materials are broken down into their constituent 
parts in a process known as hydrolysis. The result is soluble monomers: proteins are converted 
into amino acids; fats to fatty acids, glycerol and triglycerides; complex carbohydrates such as 
polysaccharides, cellulose, lignin, starch and fibber are converted to simple sugars, such as 
glucose. Hydrolytic or fermentative bacteria are responsible for the creation of these 
monomers, which are then available to the next group of bacteria. Hydrolysis is catalyzed by 
enzymes excreted from bacteria, such as cellulase, protease, or lipase.  
If the feedstock is complex, the hydrolytic phase is relatively slow. This is especially true for 
cellulolytic waste, which contains lignin, for this reason, woody waste is not an ideal feedstock 
for AD process (Ostream et al, 2004). 
 
Figure 1-2: General biochemical pathways of anaerobic digestion, divided in four steps: Hydrolysis, Acidogenesis, 
Acetogenesis, Methanogenesis. 
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1.4.2. Acidogenesis 
 
Hydrolysis is immediately followed by the acid-forming phase of acidogenesis. In this 
process, acidogenic bacteria turn the products of hydrolysis into simple organic compounds, 
mostly short chain volatile acids, ketones and alcohols. The specific concentrations of products 
formed in this stage vary depending on the type of bacteria as well as with culture conditions, 
such as temperature and pH (Ostream et al, 2004). Typical reactions in acid-forming stages are 
shown below. Glucose is converted to ethanol (Reaction 1.1) and glucose transformed to 
propionic acid (Reaction 1.2).  
 
                       (1.1) 
 
                             (1.2) 
  
1.4.3. Acetogenesis 
 
The next stage is acetogenesis, is often considered with acidogenesis a part of a single 
acid forming stage. The rest of the acidogenesis products, i.e. propionic acid, butyric acid and 
alcohols are transformed by acetogenic bacteria into hydrogen, carbon dioxide and acetic acid 
(Reactions 1.3-1.4).  
The role of hydrogen as an intermediary is of critical importance to AD reactions. Hydrogen 
plays an important intermediary role in this process, as the reaction will only occur if the 
hydrogen partial pressure is low enough to thermodynamically allow the conversion of all 
acids. Long chain fatty acids, formed from lipids hydrolysis, are oxidized to acetate or 
propionate and hydrogen gas is formed. Under standard conditions, the presence of hydrogen 
in the solution inhibits the oxidation. The presence of hydrogen consuming bacteria that 
consume this gas, thus lowering the partial pressure, is necessary to ensure thermodynamic 
feasibility and thus the conversion of all the acids. 
 
         
              
       
      
  (1.3) 
  
                    
       
  (1.4) 
 
1.4.4. Methanogenesis 
 
The methanogenic anaerobic bacteria involved in the fourth stage, known as 
methanogenesis or methane fermentation, are the same microorganisms that exist naturally in 
deep sediments or in the herbivores rumen. This population converts the soluble matter into 
methane.  
Methanogens can be divided into two groups: H2/CO2-consumers (Hydrogenotrophic 
methanogenesis) (Reaction 1.6) and acetate-consumers (Reaction 1.5) (Acetotrophic 
methanogenesis). Although some of the H2/CO2-consumers are capable of utilizing formate, 
acetate is consumed by a limited number of strains, such as Methanosarcina spp. 
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and Methanothrix spp., which are incapable of using formate. H2-consuming methanogens are 
also important in maintaining low levels of atmospheric H2 (FAO, 1997). 
 
                (1.5) 
 
                 (1.6) 
 
1.5. Products 
 
Anaerobic digestion produces two very valuable products, biogas and digestate. With 
the correct management of these, a quality product may be obtained and it will be very easy to 
sell both in market. 
 
1.5.1. Biogas 
 
Biogas is the output of anaerobic digestion that provides energy. It is primarily 
composed of methane and carbon dioxide (Table 1-1). The composition of biogas is different 
from the one of natural gas but is quite similar to landfill gas. The calorific value is 36,14 MJ/m3 
for natural gas and 21,48 MJ/m3 for biogas. Usually the mixed gas is saturated with water 
vapour. The biogas composition is naturally linked to the waste composition and can thus vary. 
 
Table 1-1: Comparison of biogas, natural gas and Landfill gas composition (Source: Jensen & Jensen, 2000). 
Constituents Units Biogas Natural Gas Landfill gas 
Methane % 55-70 91 45-58 
Ethane % 0 5,1 0 
Propane % 0 1,8 0 
Butane % 0 0,9 0 
Pentane % 0 0,3 0 
Carbon dioxide % 30-45 0,61 32-45 
Nitrogen % 0-2 0,32 0-3 
Volatile organic compounds % 0 0 0,25-0,50 
Hydrogen % 0 0 >1 
Hydrogen sulphide ppm ≈500 ≈1 10-200 
Ammonia ppm ≈100 0 0 
Carbon monoxide ppm 0 0 ≈0 
 
Biogas can be used for direct combustion in cooking or lighting applications; and to power 
combustion engines for motive power or electricity generation. The technology is particularly 
valuable in agricultural, waste treatment or animal processing units where there is excess 
manure, farm waste or municipal waste. Typical applications in off grid settings in developing 
regions are cooking and lighting. 
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1.5.1.1. Heat  
 
Biogas can be combusted to produce heat alone.  One cubic metre of biogas at 60% of 
methane content converts to 6.7 kWh of thermal energy. The heat has many applications such 
as being used in the plant or producing water vapour for industrial processes. The heat can be 
transferred via hot water to remote users by a district heating system, a concept widely used 
in some European countries like Denmark, or more likely in the UK used by horticultural and 
industrial businesses in the vicinity. 
 
1.5.1.2. Electricity  
 
Electricity generation is a relatively straightforward use for biogas and it can be the 
most profitable. Electricity is easier to transport than heat and supply is easily measured. 
Electricity storage, however, is not simple and connecting to the electricity network is costly.  
 
 
1.5.1.3. Combined Heat and Power (CHP) 
 
Combined heat and power (CHP) is the simultaneous production of useable heat and 
electricity.  As the process of AD requires some heat it is suited to CHP. Whilst coal and gas-
fired power stations have an efficiency of around 34% and 55% respectively, CHP plants can 
achieve overall efficiencies in excess of 70% at the point of use. 
The ratio of heat to power varies depending on the scale and technology, but typically 30-35% 
is converted to electricity, 40-45% to heat and the balance lost as inefficiencies at various 
stages of the process. This typically equates to over 2kWh of electricity and 2.5kWh of heat per 
cubic metre, at 60% methane (Monnet, 2003). 
 
1.5.2. Digestate 
 
Essential plant nutrients (NPK) remain largely in the digestate. The composition of the 
fertilizing agents depends on the feedstock and can therefore vary. The availability of nutrients 
is higher in digestate than in untreated organic waste.  Nutrients (NPK) are mineralized to 
allow improved plant uptake. For instance, digestate has 25% more accessible NH4-N 
Figure 1-3: Process of electricity generation from biogas stream. 1) Biogas 2) Wells 3) Air 4) Boiler 5)Water 6) 
Superheat steam 7)Thermal gas extractor 8)Turbine 9)Water 10) Generator 11) Transformer 12) Air capacitor to 
cool the steam 13) Electricity (Source: www.veoliaes.com). 
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(inorganic nitrogen) and a higher pH value than untreated liquid manure. It reduces the odour 
nuisance by about 80%. The use of digestate depends on its quality as well as the type of plant 
producing it. For instance farm scale and even large-scale cooperative agricultural digesters 
use the digested slurry without further treatment as a fertilizer on farm land.  
The digestate may have to be dewatered and thus separated into two fractions: The fibre and 
the liquor. For instance, dewatering and drying of the digestate in agricultural operations can 
eliminate the need for spraying completely, leading to a reduction in application costs and 
permitting much better targeting of land nutrient deficiencies. 
The fibre is bulky and contains a low level of plant nutrients. It can be used as a soil conditioner 
as a low grade fertiliser.  
The liquor (liquid effluent) contains a large proportion of nutrients and can be used as a 
fertiliser. Its high water content facilitates it applications through conventional irrigation 
methods, representing an advantage over compost and it can be applied throughout the crop 
cycle.  
The use of fibre and liquor from AD plants has led to improve fertiliser utilisation and therefore 
less chemical consumption in cropping systems. The most important advantage of organic 
fertilisers is their participation in the natural nutrient cycle, while inorganic fertilisers are 
additional to it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to obtain a high quality product, with a higher value, the digestate can be processed 
into compost (Figure 1-4). It would ensure a complete breakdown of the organic components 
as well as fixing the mineral nitrogen into humus-like fraction, which would reduce nitrogen 
loss. As an additive to composting process, it provides a good source of nitrogen for speeding 
up the process. At the same time, it enriches the compost in phosphorus and micro nutrients 
like Mg and Fe. The water content of the digestate is also interesting for moisture 
management in the composting process (Monnet, 2003). 
 
 
 
Figure 1-4: Composting digestate (Source: www.ccibioenergy.com). 
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1.6. Types of digesters 
 
The digester designs used for anaerobic digestion can be classified according to their 
ability to maintain high concentrations of microorganisms in the reactor, following different 
methods. There are lots of different configurations and designs, in the following section are 
explained some of the most used is waste treatment. 
 
1.6.1. CSTR 
 
Consists of a reactor in which a uniform distribution of concentrations of both 
substrate and microorganisms remains. This is achieved by a stirrer. This can be mechanical 
(propeller stirrer or blades, vertical or horizontal axis) or pneumatic (pressurized biogas 
recirculation), never violent (Figure 1-5). This type of reactor does not offer design problems 
and is the most used in waste treatment. Comparing with other reactors, the required 
retention time is high because the concentration of any species, which remains in the reactor 
at steady state is the same as that intended in the effluent. If the reaction rate depends on the 
concentration, as in the case of biological processes, the rate will be low, and the form of make 
up for is by increasing the reaction time.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.6.2. CSTR with recirculation 
 
This system is called anaerobic contact reactor and would be equivalent to aerobic 
activated sludge system for wastewater treatment (Figure 1-6). It is found that by regulating 
the recirculation is possible to achieve lower hydraulic retention times  than in a single reactor 
with complete mixing. This is at the expense of increasing the retention time of the 
microorganisms. Due to the necessary separation of microorganisms in the decanter, this 
system is applicable only to wastewater with high organic loading (wastewater from sugar, 
breweries, etc), for which a separation of liquid-solid phase is possible with the solid fraction 
consisting primarily of biological flocs. The decanter should have before a degassing system.  
Figure 1-5: CSTR reactor without recirculation (Source: Flotats 
& Fernández, 2009). 
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1.6.3. Biomass retention reactor, without recirculation  
 
If there are a successfully trap of bacteria inside the reactor, avoiding the configuration 
of complete mixing reactor, it is possible to reduce the retention time of the reactor. Retention 
biomass methods are basically two:  
• Immobilizing on a support (Figure 1-8) (anaerobic filters). 
• Aggregation or flocculation of biomass and its retention by gravity (Figure 1-7) (Sludge bed 
reactor). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-6: CSTR reactor with recirculation and aerobic contact (Source: Flotats & Fernández, 
2009). 
 
Figure 1-8: Anaerobic filter reactor (Source: 
Flotats & Fernández, 2009). 
 
Figure 1-7: Sludge bed reactor (Source: Flotats & 
Fernández, 2009). 
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1.6.3.1. Anaerobic filter 
 
In this system the anaerobic bacteria are attached to the surface of an inert support, 
forming biofilms or packed columns, with vertical flow (Figure 1-8). The support could be 
ceramic material or plastic. Their distribution may be uneven, and in these case, bacteria are 
mainly trapped in the interstices, or regular and vertically oriented, and in this case the activity 
is primarily due to the attached bacteria. 
This system has been widely applied for the treatment of wastewater from food industry, and 
there are pilot projects to the liquid fraction of livestock waste.  
 
1.6.3.2. Sludge bed reactor 
 
In this system, the bacteria are fixed, forming a biofilm, on small particles of inert 
material and are kept fluidized by the upward flow of the fluid (Figure 1-7). To maintain the 
proper flow, allowing expansion and fluidization of the bed, it could be used a recirculation. 
Like the filter, it can be applied to waste water, especially in the food industry as fractions or 
supernatant liquid livestock waste, although experience in this area is very limited. 
 
1.6.4. Batch reactors 
 
In a batch system (Figure 1-9), the temporal evolution curve of biogas production 
follows the same trend as the typical growth curve of microorganisms (latency, exponential 
growth, seasonality and waning). Here the concept of retention time has no meaning and the 
correct concept is digestion time. To get continuity biogas production must be combined with 
several batch reactors interspersed in time. These reactors have been applied to waste with a 
high concentration of solids that hinder the adoption of pumping systems, such as cattle waste 
(Flotats & Campos, 2005). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-9: Batch reactor (Source: Source: Flotats & Fernández, 2009). 
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2. MODELLING OF BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 
 
Life is the most potent technology on the planet. It is also the most complex. This 
staggering complexity presents a fantastic puzzle to those studying its mysteries; more 
importantly, it oﬀers a wealth of opportunities to those seeking to use our knowledge of 
biology to improve the quality of life for humanity. Biology has a long and distinguished history 
dating back millennia, but the understanding of the mechanisms by which living things operate 
is fairly recent, and is still developing (Ingalls, 2012).  
Due to this complexity the formal study of most biological systems such as anaerobic digestion 
may not be directly. An increasingly used approach to the study of these systems is the 
modelling form, which has arisen as a real tool or methodology to study these systems. 
The application of advanced computer models enabling the simulation of complex biological 
processes generates hypotheses and suggests experiments. Models are necessary nowadays 
for their rapid accessibility and for sharing knowledge through data mining. 
Before explaining in what consists the modelling technique is necessary to refresh some 
important aspects. 
 
2.1. What is a system? 
 
A system is defined as a quantity of matter or a region in space chosen for study.  The 
mass or region outside the system is called the surroundings. The real or imaginary surface 
that separates the system from its surroundings is called the boundary. Systems can be 
classified into four groups (Table 1-2): 
 
Table 1-2: Different types of system and their exchange properties with its 
surroundings. 
Type of system Mass flow Work Heat 
Open YES YES YES 
Closed NO YES YES 
Mechanically isolated NO NO YES 
Isolated NO NO NO 
 
2.1.1. Open systems 
 
Most systems that can be observed in everyday life are included in this class. For 
example, a motor vehicle is an open system, since exchanges mass with the outside when it is 
loaded, or the driver is inserted therein to drive it, and is provided with fuel to be re-fuelled, 
and when considering gases emitted by the exhaust but also exchanges energy with the 
environment. You just have to check the heat from the engine. 
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2.1.2. Closed systems 
 
Can exchange energy but not matter with the outside. Crowd systems can be included 
in this class. Same planet earth can be considered a closed system. A can of sardines may also 
be included in this classification. 
 
2.1.3. Mechanically isolated systems 
 
In thermodynamics, a mechanically isolated system is a system that is mechanically 
constraint to disallow deformations, so it cannot perform any work on its environment. It also 
does not permit any mass flows in or out of the system. It may however, exchange heat across 
the system boundary. 
 
2.1.4. Isolated system 
 
Is a system that exchanges neither matter nor energy with its environment, is in 
thermodynamic equilibrium. An example of this kind of system could be a gas enclosed in a 
container of rigid walls thick enough to consider that the exchange of heat energy are 
negligible and cannot exchange energy in the form of work. 
 
2.2. What is a model? 
 
In pure sciences and especially in applied sciences, scientific model is called an 
abstract, conceptual, graphical, physics, mathematics phenomena, system or process able to 
be analyzed, described, explained, simulated, explored, controlled and predicted. A model 
allows determining a final result from input data. It is considered that the creation of a model 
is an essential part of any scientific activity. 
The models can be classified according to several criteria, although it is often difficult to 
classify a particular model because it may have parts corresponding to more than one 
classification.  
Some classifications: 
• Verbal or conceptual 
• Schematic  
• Physical, real 
• Formal, mathematical 
Mathematical models can be divided according to different criteria, such as consider or not the 
time (static or dynamic models) (López, 2012). 
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2.3. Modelling technique 
 
The modelling process is not a lineal process, is iterative in most cases. On one hand 
exists the physical reality or the real system, which gives information called experimental, as 
some data or observable behaviour. On the other hand exists the gradual process of 
abstraction by which through hypotheses, budgets, and approaches is possible to achieve the 
construction of a model, reflecting that reality.  
The model is then examined and studied reaching some data called theoretical. This behaviour 
is confronted with the experimental reality, closing the circle. Information about the goodness 
of the model created and the accuracy of the assumptions made is obtained (Figure 1-10). If 
the result is negative, the model or some aspects of it, should be re-staked depending on the 
deviation respect the experimental data.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Modelling is then understood as a process of 'feedback'. Once the model output is positive, the 
same hypothesis give us information on the nature and why the behaviour of the system under 
study. This shows a greater system behaviour and hence the technique of modelling for a 
quickly access of knowledge reality is very useful. Once at this point, as far as possible, 
predictions could be done and thus more progress in the system understanding is achieved. 
 
2.4. Anaerobic digestion model no.1 
 
As is mentioned before, one complex biological system suitable to be modelled whole 
or in a part is the anaerobic digestion. In September 2001, was presented in the 9th IWA 
Anaerobic Digestion Conference in Belgium the anaerobic digestion model no.1 (ADM1) by the 
IWA Task Group for Mathematical Modelling of Anaerobic Digestion Processes.  
 
Biological reality 
Model 
Hypothesis 
Approximations 
Theories 
Experimental reality 
Confrontation 
Theoretical behaviour 
Development 
Study 
Analysis 
Figure 1-10: The modelling process. The scheme shows how a model is created from a biological reality and 
subsequently compared with the experimental reality. 
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The model was keenly anticipated, given the major success achieved with the activated sludge 
model series in previous years. This encourages a broad application of the model in anaerobic 
process research, development, operation and optimisation. The ultimate goal of that model is 
to promote a much more widespread utilisation of anaerobic process technologies in the 
future, particularly given its great potential for providing sustainable waste and wastewater 
treatment, while reducing energy demand and greenhouse gas emissions. 
The model is not ideally suited to each and every application. The ADM1 does not describe all 
the mechanisms occurring in the anaerobic degradation and likely never will. However the aim 
is to be a tool that allows predictions of sufficient accuracy to be useful in process 
development, operation and optimisation (Batstone et al, 2002). 
 
3. OBJECTIVES 
 
As discussed throughout the modelling section, there is an urgent need to use all the 
tools at our disposal to better understanding the systems of which humankind benefits. 
Modelling is a powerful tool for this purpose. 
It has been talked about the importance of anaerobic digestion nowadays, an indispensable 
process for the treatment of organic waste that gains strength through its big potential. With 
the publication of ADM1 model was achieved an important step in understanding and 
prediction AD, but I want to emphasize one phrase above: “The ADM1 does not describe all the 
mechanisms occurring in the anaerobic degradation and likely never will”. Obviously, any 
model will never be able to describe a biological system at 100 % due to its extreme 
complexity, the point here is to go step by step moving more and more to achieve this 
biological reality as best as possible. 
In anaerobic digestion, most of the existing models, including ADM1, consider fixed-
stoichiometry for their conversion processes (Rodríguez et al, 2006), then it can be said that an 
effective and realistic methodology capable of expressing the dynamics, for example, of the 
aminoacids reactions that in anaerobic medium are decomposed into short chain fatty acids 
(acetic acid, butyric acid, valeric acid etc.) has not been found yet. A methodology that has 
begun to pose is to use variable stoichiometry coefficients, depending on the thermodynamic 
relations expressing the energy available in the environment for the growth of 
microorganisms.  
The objective of this work is to model the biological decomposition reaction of valeric acid 
using variable stoichiometry coefficients and thermodynamic control. 
There are available experimental data of the system dynamics (Flotats et al, 2003) so the 
results could be counteracted to assess the goodness of the generated model. 
It should be noted that the main objective of modelling and intrinsically of this project is not 
the creation of a model, is to improve the ability to understand the system and gain prediction 
ability, in this case of an important decomposition reaction intermediate as valeric acid in 
anaerobic digestion. 
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CHAPTER 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS     
 
4. BASIS OF THE MODEL  
 
The aim of this point is to present all the reactions involved in valerate decomposition 
in anaerobic conditions and how these reactions are catalyzed by the action of some 
microorganisms. 
 
4.1. Decomposition reactions 
 
During acetogenesis, valeric acid decomposes into hydrogen, acetic acid and propionic 
acid, the last one decomposes into hydrogen and acetic acid to get a final product, methane. 
These reactions are deeply developed in sections (4.1.2-4.1.5). All this occurs by the action of 
various kinds of microorganisms that carry out these chemical reactions in order to capture 
some of the energy released for cell synthesis and for maintaining cellular activity (Figure 2-1). 
In the next section (4.2), the energetics and kinetics used by these microorganisms to 
decompose these substrates will be explained. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1.1. Reduction-oxidation reactions 
 
Chemical reactions are energy transformations under which the energy stored in 
chemical bonds is transferred to other newly formed chemical bonds. In these transfer, the 
electrons are moved from one energy level to another. In many reactions, electrons move 
from one atom or molecule to another. These reactions are called reduction-oxidation or 
redox reactions and are very important in living systems. 
All the reactions governing the system abstractly represented in the previous figure are redox 
reactions. 
Valeric acid Propionic acid 
Acetic acid 
Methane 
Hydrogen 
Xval Xprop 
Xprop 
XH2 
Xac 
Figure 2-1: General valeric acid decomposition reaction with the responsible microorganisms of that conversions 
(Xval, Xprop, Xac, XH2) 
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The loss of an electron is called oxidation and the atom or molecule that loses an electron is 
said to be oxidized. The reduction is the gain of an electron. Oxidation and reduction always 
occur simultaneously because the loose electron from an atom is accepted by another atom 
that is reduced in the process.  
In organic redox reactions as the reactions of this system, oxidation is the loss of protons and 
the reduction is the gain of protons. 
This flow of electrons on reduction-oxidation reactions is responsible, directly or indirectly of 
all the work performed by living organisms. 
For an issue of availability of formation energy values, from now, all the decomposition 
reactions of short fatty acids will be represented with the ionized form (Equations 2.1 to 2.21). 
 
4.1.2. Valerate decomposition reaction 
 
The valerate decomposition is an oxidation reaction, so there is a loss of the electrons 
number, which will be compensated by the action of the reduction reaction that will gain these 
electrons, in this case, hydrogen atom. The reaction is the following one: 
Oxidation reaction (electrons lost; oxidation number increases): 
Equalization process (C, O, H): 
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Oxidation reaction for equivalent electron: 
 
 
 
       
  
 
 
    
  
 
 
   
 
 
 
      
  
 
 
       
  
 
 
     
     
(2.2) 
 
Reduction reaction (electrons gained; oxidation number decreases): 
 
      
 
 
   (2.3) 
 
Overall reaction for equivalent electron: 
 
 
 
       
  
 
 
    
  
 
 
   
 
 
 
      
  
 
 
       
  
 
 
    
 
 
   
(2.4) 
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Overall reaction for 1 mole of valerate: 
 
       
      
            
         
          (2.5) 
 
4.1.3. Propionate decomposition reaction 
 
The propionate decomposition is also an oxidation reaction so there is a loss of the 
electrons number, which will be compensated by the action of the reduction reaction that will 
gain these electrons in this case, also hydrogen atom. The reaction is the following one: 
Oxidation reaction (electrons lost; oxidation number increases): 
Equalization process (C, O, H): 
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Oxidation reaction for equivalent electron: 
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Reduction reaction (electrons gained; oxidation number decreases): 
 
      
 
 
   (2.8) 
 
Overall reaction for equivalent electron: 
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Overall reaction for 1 mole of propionate: 
 
       
             
          (2.10) 
 
4.1.4. Acetate decomposition reaction 
 
The acetate decomposition is an oxidation reaction so there is a loss of the electrons 
number, which will be compensated by the action of the reduction reaction that will gain these 
electrons, in this case, carbon dioxide. The reaction is the following one: 
 
Oxidation reaction (electrons lost; oxidation number increases): 
Equalization process (C, O, H): 
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Oxidation reaction for equivalent electron: 
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Reduction reaction (electrons gained; oxidation number decreases): 
Equalization process (C, O, H): 
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Reduction reaction for equivalent electron: 
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Overall reaction for electron equivalent: 
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Overall reaction for 1 mole of acetate: 
 
      
          
      (2.16) 
 
4.1.5. Hydrogen uptake reaction 
 
The Hydrogen uptake is an oxidation reaction so there is a loss of the electrons 
number, which will be compensated by the action of the reduction reaction that will gain these 
electrons, in this case, carbon dioxide. The reaction is the following one: 
 
Oxidation reaction (electrons lost; oxidation number increases): 
Equalization process (C, O, H): 
 
 
 
    
     (2.17) 
 
Reduction reaction (electrons gained; oxidation number decreases): 
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Equalization process (C, O, H): 
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Reduction reaction for equivalent electron: 
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Overall reaction for electron equivalent: 
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Overall reaction for 1 mole of hydrogen: 
 
   
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    (2.21) 
 
4.2. Stoichiometry and bacterial energetics 
 
Once raised the oxidation-reduction reactions of which the system is composed, the 
next step is to look at how the different microorganisms catalyze these reactions consuming 
the different type of substrates, but for do that is necessary to make a reminder on predictive 
microbiology. 
Elements of microbiology have to be reviewed to better understand the needs and functions 
of microorganisms; therefore the stoichiometry, energetics, and kinetics of microbial growth 
are going to be presented. It is necessary to the further understand of the equations that will 
govern the proposed system. Equations that will be the evolution of the substrates 
concentrations (valeric acid, propionic acid, hydrogen and acetic acid) along time and microbial 
growth resulting of these consumption also along time.  
 
4.2.1. Energetics and bacterial growth 
 
The best way to develop an overall stoichiometry for microbial growth is to construct 
energy reactions. 
As is discussed above, microorganisms obtain their energy for growth and maintain from 
reduction-oxidation reactions. It is possible to determine standard free energy of half reactions 
by using values of free energy of formation for individual constituents. The free energies of 
formation for each species are represented in (Table 2-1). 
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Table 2-1: Free energies of formation of individual species, 25
o
C (Source: 
Rittmann & McCarty, 2001). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The half-reaction free energy is calculated as the sum of the products free energies minus the 
sum of the reactants free energies (Equation 2.22). In order to obtain the free energy for the 
full energy reaction,    , the free energy for the donor-half reaction is added to the free 
energy for the acceptor half reaction. 
                  
                
  (2.22) 
 
It is possible to adjust the reaction free energy for nonstandard conditions of temperature and 
non standard concentrations of reactants and products. A generic reaction r that involves n 
different constituents is considered. The nonstandard free energy change for this reaction can 
be determined as (Equation 2.23).  
 
       
            
 
   
 (2.23) 
 
The energy change resulting from the conversion of the carbon source to the common organic 
intermediate that the cell uses for synthesizing its macromolecules must be determined; 
pyruvate is used as a representative intermediate. The pyruvate half reaction has a free energy 
of 35,09 KJ/e‾eq. Then, the energy required to convert the carbon source to pyruvate is     
and is computed as the difference between the free energy of the pyruvate half reaction and 
that of the carbon source, as is represented in (Equation 2.24): 
 
             
   (2.24) 
 
Then pyruvate carbon is transformed to cellular carbon. The energy required here (    ) is 
based on an estimated value of 3,33 KJ per gram cells, and if ammonia is the nitrogen source   
an electron equivalent of cells is 113/20 grams. Thus,      is 18,8KJ/e‾eq. 
Class Substance Form KJ/mol 
Hydrogen Ion H⁺(10⁻⁷) aq -39,870 
Hydrogen H₂ g 0 
Water H₂O l -237,178 
Bicarbonate HCO₃⁻ aq -586,85 
Carbon Dioxide CO₂ g -394,359 
Acid-monocarboxylic Propionate aq -361,080 
Acid-monocarboxylic Valerate aq -344,340 
Acid-monocarboxylic Acetate aq -369,410 
Acid-monocarboxylic Acetic acid lq -392 
Hydrocarbon Methane g -50,790 
Hydrocarbon Methane aq -34,74 
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Finally, energy is always lost in the electrons transfers. The loss is considered by including a 
term for energy-transfer ɛ. In sum, the energy requirement for cell synthesis becomes 
(Equation 2.25): 
 
    
   
  
 
    
 
 (2.25) 
 
The n accounts for the fact that     for some electron donors, such as glucose, is negative, 
meaning energy obtained by its conversion to pyruvate, the n is taken to equal -1. In other 
cases     is positive, meaning that energy is required in its conversion to pyruvate, and for 
this case, n is taken as 1 (Rittmann & McCarty, 2001). 
Now, is known how much energy is needed to synthesize an equivalent of cells, so an 
estimation of how much electron donor must be oxidized to supply this energy is estimated 
solving (Equation 2.26): 
 
   
   
   
    
 
    
 (2.26) 
 
This equation indicates that the equivalents of donor used for energy production per 
equivalent of cells formed (A) increases as the energy required for synthesis from the given 
carbon source increases and as the energy released by donor oxidation decreases. 
 
4.2.2. Substrate partitioning and cellular yield 
 
When microorganisms use and electron donor substrate for synthesis, a portion of its 
electron (fe) are transferred to the electron acceptor to provide energy for conversion of the 
other portion of electrons (fs) into microbial cells, as are shown in (Figure 2-2).  
The portions initially converted into cells, fs, and used to generate energy, fe, provide the 
framework for partitioning the substrates between energy generation and synthesis.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Electron donor 
Bacterial cells 
Reaction and 
products 
Cell residual 
Energy 
production fe 
Cell 
synthesis fs 
Figure 2-2: Utilization of electron donor for energy production and synthesis (Rittmann & McCarty, 2001). 
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Since part of the donor consumed is used for energy (A equivalents) and the other part for 
synthesis (1 equivalents) the total donor used is 1+A. Thus, fs and fe can be computed by A 
(Equations 2.27-2.28): 
 
   
 
   
 (2.27) 
 
        
 
   
 (2.28) 
 
The reaction fs can be converted into mass units, such as g cell produced/g COD consumed. 
When expressed into mass units, it is termed the true yield and gives a symbol Y. The 
conversion from fs to Y is (Equation 2.29): 
 
        
       
         
     
    
         
   
       
          
    (2.29) 
 
In which Mc is the empirical formula weight of cells, ne is the number of electron equivalents 
in an empirical mole of cells, and the donor mass is expressed as COD. 
With the Y value calculated and assuming that the electrons maximum transfer rate is 
               
   the maximum growth rate of microorganisms (µmax) could be 
calculated with the (Equation 2.30). 
 
       
  
  
 (2.30) 
 
4.2.3. Overall reactions for biological growth 
 
The next step is to combine half-reactions to represent cellular synthesis. With the 
before information of how the electrons from the donor and portioned, write an overall 
reaction for bacterial growth is possible. 
The overall energy and synthesis reactions are developed (Equation 2.31). The donor half 
reaction is designed as Rd, the acceptor half reaction as Ra, and the cell half reaction as Rc. 
 
               (2.31) 
 
Is a general equation that can be used for constructing a wide variety of stoichiometric 
equations for microbial synthesis and growth. The result is an equation written on an electron 
equivalent basis. The equation represents the net consumption of reactants and production of 
products when the microorganism consumes one electron equivalent of electron donor. 
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4.3. Bacterial kinetics 
 
The steps that microorganisms follow for the use of energy from redox reactions until 
the yield and synthesis reaction calculation are shown. The next step is to raise the kinetic 
equations of substrate consumption and microbial growth. 
The rate of biomass growth is expressed as (Equation 2.32): 
 
  
  
     (2.32) 
 
And the substrate consuming velocity equation should be the following one (Equation 2.33): 
 
  
  
      (2.33) 
 
K is the specific substrate consumption rate and µ the specific growth rate of biomass. These 
two parameters can be related through the yield (Y) term, that as is explained before is the 
coefficient of bacterial synthesis, is the increase of biomass per unit of mass consumed 
(Equation 2.34). 
 
  
     
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (2.34) 
 
If both processes are expressed as a function of the biomass growth rate, a mathematical 
microbiological system of differential equations is created (Equation 2.35). 
 
 
  
  
       
  
  
  
 
 
  
  (2.35) 
 
In biological reality exists growth limitations produced by substrate concentration or for the 
presence of some toxic substance. The available substrate concentration limits the growth rate 
of bacterial populations. In general, the simulation of that phenomenon has a similar 
expression of Michaelis-Menten enzymatic velocity reaction, but is this case is called Monod 
kinetics, and is expressed as (Equation 2.36): 
 
       
 
    
 (2.36) 
 
Where µ is the growth rate of microorganisms, µmax is the maximum growth rate of 
microorganisms and Ks is the saturation constant. 
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The presence of some toxic components for microorganisms is reflected in a lower growth 
rate. It is said that there are three different basic kinds of inhibition. In Table 2-2 are shown the 
equations of these different kinds of inhibition that could affect the growth rate of 
microorganisms (Campos, 2001). 
 
Table 2-2: Different Inhibition types and their kinetic expression (Source: Campos, 2001). 
Inhibition Affected parameter Kinetic expression 
Non-competitive inhibition 
Maximum growth 
rate 
       
 
    
 
  
    
 
Competitive inhibition Saturation constant   
      
      
 
  
   
 
Uncompetitive inhibition 
Maximum growth 
rate and saturation 
constant 
  
    
  
  
  
 
  
 
 
5. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
 
In section (4.2) is shown how microorganisms use the energy that they obtain from 
redox reactions for their maintaince or growth and also is shown how to calculate the yield of 
that conversion. 
The energy available for microorganisms at every moment of time is different because it 
depends on the substrate concentration, this will affect the yield estimation that will vary on 
time too. Having knowledge of the available energy at every moment and be capable of 
calculate the microorganisms yield as a function of this energy is a fundamental pillar of 
thermodynamic control and of this model in particular. 
Therefore, the kinetic equations system that will be generated (following the steps from 
section 4.3) for valeric acid decomposition will be a function of microorganism’s bioenergetics 
as is shown below in (section 5.1). 
 
5.1. Decomposition equations 
 
5.1.1. Valerate decomposition equations 
 
The first step to raise the kinetic equations as is shown in section (4.2.1) is to calculate 
the free energy of the overall redox reaction, it is done as follows: 
Gibbs free energy of oxidation for equivalent electron: 
 
 
 
       
  
 
 
    
  
 
 
   
 
 
 
      
  
 
 
       
  
 
 
     
     
(2.37) 
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  (2.38) 
 
The values of free energy formation are taken from Table 2-1. 
 
       
 
 
           
 
 
           
 
 
                    
  
 
 
          
 
 
           
 
 
          
          
  
    
 
(2.39) 
 
Gibbs free energy of reduction for equivalent electron (Equation 2.38): 
 
      
 
 
   (2.40) 
 
                      
  
    
 (2.41) 
 
Gibbs free energy of overall reaction for equivalent electron: 
 
 
 
       
  
 
 
    
  
 
 
   
 
 
 
      
  
 
 
       
  
 
 
    
 
 
   
(2.42) 
 
                              
  
    
 (2.43) 
 
*All the operations aimed to calculate the Gibbs free energy for overall reaction are do it using 
the free energy of formation for 25oC and the AD working temperature, 55oC, so before the 
Gibbs free energy for overall reaction for equivalent electron calculation (Equation 2.43), 
another Gibbs free energy for nonstandard free energy of formation temperature must be 
done, is not represented to the better understanding of the methodology. 
 After that, the next step is to formulate the Gibbs free energy for nonstandard conditions. 
 
        
 
  
    
           
  
    
          
   
       
  
 
         
  
 
     
 
      
 
 
          
 
      
 
      
  
 
 
 
(2.44) 
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Equations for energy requirement for cell synthesis: 
 
               
  
    
 (2.45) 
  
         
  
      
  
          
        
        
  
    
 (2.46) 
 
    
   
  
 
    
 
 
   
  
 
       
 
 (2.47) 
 
Then the substrate partitioning and cellular yield is calculated: 
 
   
   
     
 (2.48) 
 
   
 
   
 (2.49) 
 
   
 
   
 (2.50) 
 
  
      
     
  
         
              
 
         
         
 
          
         
 
        
       
 (2.51) 
 
The last step of bacterial bioenergetics is the formulation of overall reaction for biological 
growth using (Equation 2.31).  
 
    
 
 
    
 
  
    
  
 
  
   
        
 
  
        
 
  
    (2.52) 
 
       
   
     
    
 
 
   (2.53) 
 
       
  
 
 
      
 
  
    
    
 
  
   
     
     
 
   
 
  
          
 
  
    
(2.54) 
 
             
  
 
 
      
 
  
    
    
 
  
   
       
   
 
  
          
 
  
      
 
 
   
(2.55) 
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                : 
 
 
       
   
 
 
   
 
  
     
   
 
 
   
 
  
       
 
  
   
 
   
 
  
        
 
 
      
  
 
 
       
 
  
 
 
   
 
 
       
 
 
   
(2.56) 
 
Once available the energetics of valerate decomposition reaction it is possible to raise the two 
equations that will govern this decomposition, following the steps shown in section (4.3). 
 
    
  
  
    
    
      (2.57) 
 
     
  
                   (2.58) 
 
5.1.2. Propionate decomposition equations 
 
The first step to raise the kinetic equations as is shown in section (4.2.1) is to calculate 
the free energy of the overall redox reaction, it is done as follows: 
 
Gibbs free energy of oxidation for equivalent electron (Equation 2.38): 
 
 
 
       
  
 
 
    
 
 
      
  
 
 
     
     (2.59) 
 
The values of free energy formation are from (Table 2.1). 
 
       
 
 
          
 
 
                    
  
 
 
          
 
 
                    
  
    
 
(2.60) 
 
Gibbs free energy of reduction for equivalent electron (Equation 2.38): 
 
      
 
 
   (2.61) 
 
                      
  
    
 (2.62) 
 
Gibbs free energy of overall reaction for equivalent electron: 
 
 
 
       
  
 
 
    
 
 
      
  
 
 
    
 
 
   (2.63) 
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 (2.64) 
 
*Explained in section (Valerate decomposition equations). 
The next step is to formulate the Gibbs free energy for nonstandard conditions. 
 
        
 
  
    
           
  
    
          
   
       
  
 
     
 
      
 
 
          
 
      
 
 
 
(2.65) 
 
Equations for energy requirement for cell synthesis: 
 
               
  
    
 (2.66) 
 
         
  
      
  
          
        
        
  
    
 (2.67) 
 
    
   
  
 
    
 
 
   
  
 
       
 
 (2.68) 
 
Then the substrate partitioning and cellular yield could be calculated equal as in valerate 
section (5.1.1). 
 
The last step of bioenergetics is the formulation of overall reaction for biological growth using 
(Equation 2.31).  
 
    
 
 
    
 
  
    
  
 
  
   
        
 
  
        
 
  
    (2.69) 
 
       
   
     
    
 
 
   (2.70) 
 
       
  
 
 
      
 
  
    
    
 
  
   
     
     
 
   
 
  
          
 
  
    
(2.71) 
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(2.72) 
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(2.73) 
 
Once available the energetics of valerate decomposition reaction it is possible to raise the two 
equations that will govern this decomposition, following the steps shown in section (4.3). 
In this case, in the propionate decomposition, the proportional part coming from valerate 
decomposition has to be added. 
 
     
  
  
  
  
       
    
    
      (2.74) 
 
      
  
                  (2.75) 
 
5.1.3. Acetate decomposition equations 
 
The first step to raise the kinetic equations as is shown in section (4.2.1) is to calculate 
the free energy of the overall redox reaction, it is done as follows: 
 
Gibbs free energy of oxidation for equivalent electron (Equation 2.38): 
 
 
 
      
  
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
        (2.76) 
 
The values of free energy formation are from (Table 2.1). 
 
       
 
 
           
 
 
                   
  
 
 
           
 
 
                   
  
    
 
(2.77) 
 
Gibbs free energy of reduction for equivalent electron (Equation 2.38): 
 
 
 
     
     
 
 
    
 
 
    (2.78) 
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(2.79) 
 
Gibbs free energy of overall reaction for equivalent electron: 
 
 
 
      
  
 
 
    
 
 
    
  
 
 
    (2.80) 
 
                              
  
    
 (2.81) 
 
*Explained in section (Valerate decomposition equations). 
The next step is to formulate the Gibbs free energy for nonstandard conditions. 
 
        
 
  
    
           
  
    
          
   
     
  
 
      
 
 
         
 
      
 
 
 
(2.82) 
 
Equations for energy requirement for cell synthesis: 
 
               
  
    
 (2.83) 
 
         
  
      
  
          
        
        
  
    
 (2.84) 
 
    
   
  
 
    
 
 
   
  
 
       
 
 (2.85) 
 
Then the substrate partitioning and cellular yield could be calculated equal as in valerate 
section (5.1.1). 
 
The last step of bioenergetics is the formulation of overall reaction for biological growth using 
(Equation 2.31).  
 
    
 
 
    
 
  
    
  
 
  
   
        
 
  
        
 
  
    (2.86) 
 
       
  
 
 
       
     
    
 
 
      
 
 
    (2.87) 
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(2.89) 
 
                : 
 
 
      
      
 
 
   
 
 
  
 
 
       
 
  
   
 
  
 
 
    
 
  
   
 
 
     
   
 
  
          
 
 
     
 
 
     
 
 
   
 
  
     
  
(2.90) 
 
Once available the energetics of valerate decomposition reaction it is possible to raise the two 
equations that will govern this decomposition, following the steps shown in section (4.3). 
In this case, in the acetate decomposition, the proportional part coming from valerate 
decomposition and propionate decomposition has to be added. 
 
   
  
  
   
   
     
     
     
       
    
    
      (2.91) 
 
    
  
                (2.92) 
 
5.1.4. Hydrogen uptake equations 
 
The first step to raise the kinetic equations as is shown in section (4.2.1) is to calculate 
the free energy of the overall redox reaction, it is done as follows: 
Gibbs free energy of oxidation for equivalent electron (Equation 2.38): 
 
 
 
    
     (2.93) 
 
The values of free energy formation are from (Table 2.1). 
 
                     
  
    
 (2.94) 
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Gibbs free energy of reduction for equivalent electron (Equation 2.38): 
 
 
 
     
     
 
 
    
 
 
    (2.95) 
 
       
 
 
         
 
 
             
 
 
                    
        
  
    
 
(2.96) 
 
Gibbs free energy of overall reaction for equivalent electron: 
 
 
 
    
 
 
   
 
 
    
 
 
    (2.97) 
 
                              
  
    
 (2.98) 
 
*Explained in section (Valerate decomposition equations). 
The next step is to formulate the Gibbs free energy for nonstandard conditions. 
 
        
 
  
    
           
  
    
             
     
 
      
 
 
     
 
     
 
 
 (2.99) 
 
Equations for energy requirement for cell synthesis: 
 
               
  
    
 (2.100) 
 
         
  
      
  
          
        
        
  
    
 (2.101) 
 
    
   
  
 
    
 
 
   
  
 
       
 
 (2.102) 
 
Then the substrate partitioning and cellular yield could be calculated equal as in valerate 
section (5.1.1). 
The last step of bioenergetics is the formulation of overall reaction for biological growth using 
(Equation 2.31).  
 
    
 
 
    
 
  
    
  
 
  
   
        
 
  
        
 
  
    (2.103) 
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(2.106) 
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(2.107) 
 
Once available the energetics of valerate decomposition reaction it is possible to raise the two 
equations that will govern this decomposition, following the steps shown in section (4.3). 
In this case, in Hydrogen uptake, the proportional part coming from valerate decomposition 
and propionate decomposition has to be added. 
 
   
  
  
   
   
     
     
     
       
    
    
      (2.108) 
 
    
  
                (2.109) 
 
5.1.5. Final decomposition equations 
 
Following the work of (Flotats et al, 2003), a non competitive inhibition by acetic acid 
on valeric and propionic acid decompositions is considered as well as ammonia inhibition on 
acetic acid decomposition. In this model, the evolution of ammonia along time is not simulated 
so is taken a static value for this inhibition. 
The kinetics that is used to represent the limitation of bacterial growth rate due to substrate 
concentration is the Monod kinetics. 
Taking into account these two phenomena the maximum growth rate used in all equations for 
each microorganism will be the following one:  
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Valerate microorganism consumer growth rate:  
             
      
         
 
   
          
 (2.110) 
Propionate microorganism consumer growth rate:  
               
      
         
 
    
           
 (2.111) 
Acetate microorganism consumer growth rate:  
           
     
         
 
  
        
 (2.112) 
Hydrogen microorganism consumer growth rate:  
           
  
       
 (2.113) 
 
Therefore, the final equations that will govern valeric acid decomposition system are the 
following ones (the inhibition and Monod kinetics that has been described is not represented 
but is taking into account in the model implementation):  
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      (2.120) 
 
    
  
                (2.121) 
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The last equation of the system not mentioned until now (equation 2.122) is the CH4 
accumulation equation that will be the sum of the CH4 produced coming from acetate 
decomposition and hydrogen uptake. 
 
    
  
 
   
   
     
   
   
     (2.122) 
 
 
5.2. Original experimental design (Flotats et al, 2003) 
 
The experimental available data of valerate decomposition reaction that will be used 
to counteract the model created goodness were obtained by (Flotats et al, 2003) following the 
next steps:  
 Degradation of valerate was tested in 116-mL vials, containing 36 mL of BA medium 
supplemented with 0.1 g/L of yeast extract, vitamins and 0.5 g/L of cysteine at four initial 
acetate concentration levels (0, 42, 88, and 168 mM acetate). 
 Four millilitres of inoculum from a full-scale reactor operated on cattle manure with a 15-d 
hydraulic retention time at 55°C was added, after some days of rest in order to minimize 
volatile fatty acids (VFA) concentration in the inoculum.  
 Initial concentration of valerate was 10 mM for all vials. Initial concentration of ammonia 
was 0.94 g of N-NH4/L.  
 The experiment was performed three times and the duration was 27 d.  
 The 12 vials were closed with butyl rubber stoppers and sealed with aluminium crimps, 
after the displacement of air with a mixture of N2:CO2 gas (80:20). 
 The vials were placed in a 55°C incubator and shaken vigorously by hand once a day. VFA 
and methane were analyzed. 
 
5.3. Solving differential equations 
 
A total of nine differential equations are raised, the numeric method used to solve 
these equations is an adaptive method called Runge-Kutta-Felhberg. 
 
5.3.1. Introduction 
 
 Differential equations appears naturally when modelling physical situations in the 
natural sciences, engineering, and other disciplines that there are involved rates of change of 
one or more unknown functions with respect one or more independent variables, for example 
Newton’s laws of motion. 
In mathematics, a differential equation is a functional equation between one or more 
unknown functions and their derivative functions. The order of a differential equation 
corresponds to the maximum degree of differentiation which has one of the unknown 
functions. 
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There are many classifications of differential equations, for example it could be classified by its 
type, if they are ordinary or partial. 
 
5.3.2. Classification 
 
5.3.2.1. Ordinary differential equations 
 
An ordinary differential equation (ODE) is a differential equation in which the unknown 
function (also known as the dependent variable) is a function of a single independent variable. 
Here is an example (Equation 2.123). 
 
  
  
       (2.123) 
 
5.3.2.2. Partial differential equations 
 
A partial differential equation (PDE) is a differential equation in which the unknown 
function is a function of multiple independent variables and the equation involves its partial 
derivates (Equation 2.124). 
 
   
   
 
   
   
   (2.124) 
 
Also differential equations can be classified by if they are linear or not. 
 
5.3.2.3. Linear equations 
 
It is said that an ordinary differential equation of order n is linear if f is linear in all its 
derivatives (Equation 2.125), ie, the power of each term that involved y or dy must be 1. There 
are other properties of these equations like that the different coefficients of the derivates 
depend only on the independent variable x. 
 
            (2.125) 
 
5.3.2.4. Non linear equations 
 
An ordinary differential non linear equation is just one equation that is not linear, that 
do not meet some of the rules explained in the point before, like the following one (Equation 
2.126): 
 
              (2.126) 
 
The before equation is a non liner equation because the derivative term yʼ depends on the 
variable y. 
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5.3.3. Numerical approximation 
 
 The analytic solution of one differential linear equation could be easy, of some of them 
presents several difficulties, and is virtually impossible when we have many of them. If the 
equations are non linear, the analytical solution of only one equation is very difficult to 
calculate, and it is impossible to solve systems with more than one differential non linear 
equation. 
Is normal that the model that has to be analyzed or studied is composed by many differential 
non linear differential equations, so the only way to solve it is using one of the several 
numerical methods of resolution that exists nowadays. Sometimes, apart from using one of 
these methods to solve the model, a digital simulation program may be necessary. 
The following points will be a briefly explanation of some of the most used numerical methods 
of differential equations resolution. The method that has been used to solve the differential 
equations raised in this paper is the Runge-Kutta-Felhberg method, so we are going to focus on 
it. 
 
5.3.4. Explicit methods 
 
Explicit methods calculate the state of the system at a later time from the state of the 
system at the current time while implicit methods find a solution by solving an equation 
involving both the current state of the system and the later one. 
 
5.3.4.1. Euler method 
 
Euler's Method provides us with an approximation for the solution of a differential 
equation. The idea behind Euler's Method is to use the concept of local linearity to join 
multiple small line segments so they make up an approximation of the actual curve, as seen in 
(Figure 2-3). 
A polygonal curve is computed, and the error between the two curves can be made small if the 
step size is small enough and the interval of computation is finite. 
There are three necessary things in order to use the Euler method, an initial point, a chosen 
step size and obviously a differential equation. Suppose that we want to approximate the 
solution of the initial value problem (Biswas et al, 2013): 
 
                                 (2.127) 
 
If the step size is defined as h, one step of the Euler method from    to           is: 
 
                  (2.128) 
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5.3.4.2. Taylor’s series method 
 
Trying to improve the solution obtained with Euler method, appears the Taylor 
methods. They are quite simple and they allow obtaining a greater accuracy. To obtain the 
Taylor methods, should be applied to the equation solution some Taylor development of order 
k at each point            so the following formula is obtained. 
 
             
  
  
       
  
  
    
(2.129) 
 
Therefore, apply the Taylor method of k order, it has the disadvantage of having to assess, in 
each step, the first derived k of the function        that defines the differential equation. 
 
5.3.4.3. Forth order Runge-Kutta method 
 
In numerical analysis, the Runge–Kutta methods are an important family of implicit and 
explicit iterative methods, which are used in temporal discretization for the approximation of 
solutions of ordinary differential equations. These techniques were developed around 1900 by 
the German mathematicians C. Runge and M. W. Kutta. 
The Runge-Kutta method iterates the x-values by simply adding a fixed step-size of h at each 
iteration. 
Fourth-order Runge-Kutta formula for yn-1 is: 
 
                             (2.130) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-3: Illustration of the Euler method. The unknown curve is in blue and 
its polygonal approximation is in red (Source: Euler approximations for first 
order differential equations www.u.arizona.edu). 
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Where: 
 
            
                          
                          
                   
(2.131) 
 
Here      is the RK4 approximation of         , and the next value        is determined by 
the present value    plus the weighted average of four increments, where each increment is 
the product of the size of the interval, h, and an estimated slope specified by function f on the 
right-hand side of the differential equation. 
 
    is the increment based on the slope at the beginning of the interval,    (Euler’s method) 
    is the increment based on the slope at the midpoint of the interval, using    
 
 
      
    is again the increment based on the slope at the midpoint, but now using    
 
 
    
    is the increment based on the slope at the end of the interval, using           
 
From a more general point of view, the explicit method of Runge-Kutta, is a one step method, 
that the solution progresses from         to                 , using a formula like the 
following one: 
                    (2.132) 
 
Where the steps         are calculated successively from the next equations: 
 
             
                       
                             
. 
. 
. 
                                           
(2.133) 
 
To specify a particular method, one needs to provide the integers (the number of stages), and 
the coefficients aij (for 1 ≤ j < i ≤ s), bi (for i = 1, 2, ..., s) and ci (for i = 2, 3, ..., s). The matrix [aij] 
is called the Runge–Kutta matrix, while the bi and ci are known as the weights and the nodes. 
These data are usually arranged in a device, known as a Butcher tableau. 
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Table 2-3: The Butcher tableau   Table 2-4: The Butcher tableau for RK4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.3.5. Adaptive methods 
 
Towards the beginning of the seventies was becoming clear that a numerical integrator 
utility could not be exclusively a formula applied repeatedly with a fixed step h, which goes on 
computing approximations to the solution of the given differential equation. 
Summarizing, a numerical integrator that progresses the integration with constant velocity 
may not be reliable for some problems and would be more logical that the feed rate of the 
solution was automatically adapted to the nature of this, so that if in one part of the 
integration interval is some component that varies quickly, the steps must be small and 
conversely if the solution varies slowly steps must be more long. These methods are called 
adaptive methods, in which besides the advance formula of the solution include a selection 
step algorithm. 
The step selection will be done through the local error at one point. This error depends on the 
step length; therefore the aim is to adjust that length to keep the error below a tolerance set 
by the user. 
 
5.3.5.1. Runge-Kutta-Felbherg method 
 
The main idea of that method is to design a 5th-order method that would share some 
of the function evaluations with a 4th-order method. The solution    
   
, obtained using the 
5th-order method, is expected to be much more accurate than the solution    
   
, obtained 
using the 4th-order method. Then       
   
   
   
  are declared to be the numerical error 
and adjust the step size based on that relative error to the allowed tolerance (ref 12). 
Implementation: 
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(2.135) 
 
Its extended Butcher tableau is: 
 
Table 2-5: Butcher tableau of Runge-Kutta-Felbherg method 
 
6. FORTRAN 
6.1. Introduction 
 
Once raised the equations that will govern the system (section. 5.1.5) and the 
numerical method that will be used to solve these equations is explained (section 5.2.5.1), the 
last point is to present the software that is used to perform the model simulations and how 
the model implementation has been done. The used software is The Microsoft FORTRAN 
PowerStation version 4.0 compiler. 
The Microsoft FORTRAN PowerStation version 4.0 compiler (Figure 2-4) is an integrated 
development environment for FORTRAN applications. It conforms to the American National 
Standard Programming Language FORTRAN 90. It provides all of the original features of 
FORTRAN 77, and adds the extensions and flexibility of newer languages. Some features of the 
older standard have been declared obsolete, which means that although the FORTRAN 
PowerStation compiler still recognizes the older methods, new constructs have replaced them. 
 
 
 
0 
    
  
1/4 1/4 
   
  
3/8 3/32 9/32 
  
  
12/13  1932/2197  -7200/2197 7296/2197 
 
  
1 439/216 -8 3680/513 -845/4104   
1/2 -8/27 2 -3544/2565 1859/4104 -11/40  
  16/135 0 6656/12825  28561/56430 -9/50 2/55 
 
25/216 0 1408/2565 2197/4104 -1/5  
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When Microsoft FORTRAN PowerStation version 4.0 is started, the development environment 
of Microsoft Developer Studio is seen. Microsoft Developer Studio is a visual development 
environment that is also used in other Microsoft products. Because these products share a 
single environment, is possible to build projects that use mixed languages and require multiple 
applications, without using a different environment for each one.  
It includes a text editor, resource editors, project build facilities, an optimizing compiler, an 
incremental linker, a source code browse window, and an integrated debugger. 
  
6.2. Model structure 
 
The program code is divided in three distinct parts, an initial part and two different 
subroutines. 
The initial part is in the top of the code and is where are defined all the initial values that the 
program will take to run initially. Also in this part are defined the program general 
specifications. 
In the second part, called subroutine RFK, are written the complex code of Runge-Kutta-
Felhberg for numerical differential equations resolution. 
And finally the third part, called subroutine FSUB, is where are written all the equations that 
govern the system, exposed in section (4.2), every of them written in function of its 
bioenergetics, aimed to that in every step size the program could calculate the system 
Figure 2-4: Microsoft Developer Studio environmental for Microsoft 
FORTRAN PowerStation version 4.0 compiler. 
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available energy and the different microorganisms Yield values. This routine is called by the 
routine RFK at every step size to solve the differential equations. 
In Annex number 1 is showed the complete code of the program. 
 
6.3. Hardware  
 
To perform all the required simulations with Microsoft FORTRAN PowerStation version 
4.0 compiler it has been used a personal computer with the following specifications: 
LAPTOP PACKARD BELL EASYNOTE_TK85-GO-460SP 
Processor: 
Processor: Intel Core i5 430M 
Multi-polar technology: Dual-Core 
64 bits technology: Yes 
 
RAM Memory:  
Installed size: 4 GB 
Technology: DDR3 SDRAM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-5: LAPTOP PACKARD BELL EASYNOTE_TK85-GO-
460SP (Source: conytel.wordpress.com). 
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS AND DISCUSION      
 
7. RESULTS 
 
Four initial simulations have been done with different initial values of acetate 
concentration in each case. There are experimental data (Section 4.4) available for valerate, 
propionate, acetate and methane along time for these four different concentrations, so the 
goodness of the created model is going to be checked.  
Other simulations have been done with other efficiency transfer values (not the frequently 
values) and different initial values of microorganisms concentration to see how much this 
could affect the model behaviour. 
Finally the use of Monod kinetics and their repercussion on the model behaviour are going to 
be discussed through some graphs 
. 
7.1. Initial values 
 
A summarizing table is attached (Table 3-1) with all the initial values of substrate and 
microorganism concentrations used in each simulation. Ki and e values are also represented. 
The nomenclature used to name each simulation is related with the initial acetate 
concentration. The simulation number 1, with a 0,5605 value of acetate concentration is called 
Exp 0. The simulation number 2, with a 42,43 value of acetate concentration is called Exp 50. 
The simulation number 3 with a 87,2866 value of acetate concentration is called Exp 100 and 
finally the simulation number 4, with a 167,76 value of acetate concentration is called Exp 200. 
 
Table 3-1 Initial values of concentration for different kind of substrates, microorganisms concentrations, initial 
values for Ki (inhibition constant) and e (efficiency). 
 
Initial value 
  Substrate/Microorganism Concentration Ki 
(mM)(1) 
e(2) 
  Exp 0 Exp 50 Exp 100 Exp 200 
Val (mM) 10,4333 10,4833 10,2166 9,6000   
Xval (g SSV/L) 0,0070 0,0070 0,0070 0,0070 6,7796 0,7 
Prop (mM) 0,0001 0,0001 0,0001 0,0001   
Xprop (g SSV/L) 0,0010 0,0010 0,0010 0,0010 16,2710 0,7 
H2 (mM) 0,0001 0,0001 0,0001 0,0001   
XH2 (g SSV/L) 0,0001 0,0001 0,0001 0,0001  0,7 
Ac (mM) 0,5605 42,4300 87,2866 167,7600   
Xac (g SSV/L) 0,01874 0,0242 0,0200 0,01506 15,2941 0,7 
(1) (Flotats et al, 2003) (2) (McCarty, 2007) 
 
In every simulation the Kd value (lisis rate) are the 0.05% of the µmax value (Flotats et al, 
2003). This process occurs in a digester so the working temp will be always 55oC. 
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The energy transfer efficiencies that are frequently used and reported by (McCarty, 2007) 
were 0.55-0.7. The values that are used initially for carry out the simulations are represented 
in Table 3-1. 
 
7.2. Simulation 1: Exp 0 
 
Resulting graphs of substrates concentration variation in mM for Exp 0 (30 days). 
Valerate, propionate, acetate and methane concentration are represented in front of the 
available experimental data (Figure 3-1). 
 
 
  
  
  
 
Figure 3-1: Time course of valerate, propionate, hydrogen, acetate and methane concentration for initial data 
corresponding to Exp 0 in mM. The black line corresponds to the model generated and the colored figures to the 
experimental data. 
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7.3. Simulation 2: Exp 50 
 
Resulting graphs of substrates concentration variation in mM for Exp 50 (30 days). 
Valerate, propionate, acetate and methane concentration are represented in front of the 
available experimental data (Figure 3-3). 
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Figure 3-2: Model time course of valerate, propionate, hydrogen acetate and methane for 
simulation 1, corresponding to Exp 0 initial values. 
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Figure 3-3: Time course of valerate, propionate, hydrogen, acetate and methane concentration for initial data 
corresponding to Exp 50 in mM. The black line corresponds to the model generated and the colored figures to the 
experimental data. 
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Figure 3-4: Model time course of valerate, propionate, hydrogen acetate and methane for 
simulation 2, corresponding to Exp 50 initial values. 
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7.4. Simulation 3: Exp 100 
 
Resulting graphs of substrates and microorganisms concentration variation in mM for 
Exp 100 (30 days). Valerate, propionate, acetate and methane concentration are represented 
in front of available experimental data (Figure 3-5). 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 3-5: Time course of valerate, propionate, hydrogen, acetate and methane concentration for initial data 
corresponding to Exp 100 in mM. The black line corresponds to the model generated and the colored figures to the 
experimental data. 
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7.5. Simulation 4: Exp 200 
 
Resulting graphs of substrates and microorganisms concentration variation in mM for 
Exp 200 (30 days). Valerate, propionate, acetate and methane concentration are represented 
in front of available experimental data (Figure 3-7). 
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Figure 3-6: Model time course of valerate, propionate, hydrogen acetate and methane for 
simulation 3, corresponding to Exp 100 initial values. 
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Figure 3-7: Time course of valerate, propionate, hydrogen, acetate and methane concentration for initial data 
corresponding to Exp 200 in mM. The black line corresponds to the model generated and the colored figures to the 
experimental data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.6. Discussion 
 
Four simulations have been done. The R2 value is calculated in each case to know how 
much the created model approximates to the experimental data. In all simulations are 
represented all substrates variation and methane growth. Also, is done in each case a 
summarizing graph evolving all the curves to a better understanding of how this 
decomposition reaction works. 
The model does not approximate very well to the experimental data in simulation 1 (Figure 3-
1), is not capable to describe enough good the system tendency. This phenomena was already 
seen in (Flotats et al, 2003). R2 is not shown for propionate, acetate and methane 
accumulation because of its nonsignificance.  
In the two following simulations Exp 50 and Exp 100 (Figures 3-3, 3-5) the model 
approximation is quite good for all reactions with any of it minus than R2=0,83 with a very 
good prediction on methane production in both cases with a R2=0.92/0.93 respectively.  
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Figure 3-8: Model time course of valerate, propionate, hydrogen acetate and methane for 
simulation 4, corresponding to Exp 200 initial values. 
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The model curve that approximates wrong in both cases are the corresponding to propionate 
decomposition, it could be observed a slow behaviour and never reaching the highest values of 
experimental data. This phenomena is somewhat related with the use of Monod kinetics and it 
will be explained deeply in (Section 9). 
The last simulation corresponding to Exp 200 (Figure 3-7) is the best simulation of all four with 
a R2 value higher to 0.92 for valerate, propionate and methane variation. Slow behaviour of 
propionate decomposition is observed again like in the previous simulations. 
The best way to see the interactions of the different model variables is to watch the multiple 
variable graphs (Figures 3-2,3-4,3-6,3-8) where in each case is seen clearly the interaction 
between the species. The rising curves of hydrogen and propionate when valerate curve 
decreases, and the methane accumulation due these processes is easy observed. 
 
8. TESTING ENERGY TRANSFER COEFFICIENT  
 
In the previous results section are shown the model behaviour for typical efficiency 
values for all experiments (four experiments: four simulations). In contrast the aim of that 
section was to execute the code with different efficiency transfer to see the variation of the 
model behaviour. 
 
8.1. Propionate accumulation 
 
In the previous section was introduced a hydrogen e value for what the global system 
presents the best approximation. It has been tried to test a lower hydrogen e value for Exp 0 
aimed to increase the model approach for the propionate accumulation that was not really 
good with an R2 value incalculable.  
Oxidation of propionate is associated with the production of hydrogen and can be possible 
only when the amount of hydrogen is enough little (Felchner-Zwirello, 2013). This indicates 
that propionate degradation is only proceeding with hydrogen consuming participant as is 
implemented in this model. Knowing that, the reductions of Hydrogen e value theoretically will 
impact on a propionate major accumulation. 
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This fact is confirmed in (Figure 3-9) where the major propionate accumulation and the best 
approximation of the curve to the experimental data due to the reduction on the efficiency 
transfer coefficient of hydrogen of 0,7 to 0,3 is seen. 
 
8.2. Simulation 3 approximation: Exp 100 
 
It has been tried to make a better approximation of simulation 3 by increasing the e 
values of valerate and propionate in 0,1 each one, so to a value of 0,8 respectively. With that 
increment an increased consumption of valerate and acetate is expected and also an earlier 
propionate production. 
 
  
Figure 3-9: Time course of propionate (e=0,7) and propionate (e=0,3) concentration for initial data 
corresponding to Exp 0 in mM. The colored figures correspond to the experimental data. 
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In all curves a better approximation to experimental data is observed (Figure 3-10) due to 
these new e values. A higher approximation to the experimental data could be achieved 
increasing again the energy transfer coefficient, but a value upper 0,8 is not real. 
 
9. REPERCUSION OF MONOD KINETICS 
 
All the simulations have been run using a Monod Kinetics to calculate the maximum 
growth rate coefficient.  The softer behaviour of the model in all cases is due to the application 
of that type of kinetics. This fact allows 30 days simulation, but in some cases with not a good 
enough approximation to experimental data (Propionate in Figure 3-4).  
A simulation for Exp 50 (this effect is seen clearly) without Monod Kinetics to see the model 
new behaviour have been done. 
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Figure 3-10: Time course of Exp 100 initial substrates with initial e values in contrast to a simulation with new e 
propionate and valerate values. The solid curve corresponds to an e value of 0,8 and the dotted curve corresponds 
to an e value of 0,7. 
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The non use of Monod Kinetics seems that repercute to a better model approximation (Figure 
3-11). Unfortunately a model error that stops the system when the Ac concentration value 
decreases to a very close cero values is observed. Maybe the model could not calculate the 
derivative on that point due to a discontinuity.  
Monod Kinetics softens the systems not allowing abrupt curves. Due to this phenomenon the 
model could run 30 days but on the other hand these smoothed curves approximates worst to 
the experimental data. 
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Figure 3-11: Model time course of substrates for Exp 50 in contrast to a model without Monod kinetcs.The solid 
curve corresponds to the simulation without Monod Kinetics and the dotted curve corresponds to the simulation 
with Monod kinetics 
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS        
 
It has been studied by the development of a predictive model using thermodynamic 
variables, the anaerobic decomposition reaction of valerate, a VFA with an important role in 
anaerobic digestion, and the dynamics of its degradation products. 
The model developed is a preliminary model in its initial phase, but at the present stage it has 
shown its capability to describe the tendencies of the system dynamics. Moreover, numerical 
simulations performed produce good approximations to the experimental data, with R2 values 
higher than 0.9 in many cases. 
More work has to be done to improve the stoichiometry of the system with the aim of 
elaborate a better model that someday could approach closely to the biological reality. This 
model does not consider some important aspects that must be introduced in future works, like 
liquid-gas mass transfer of gaseous species, the chemical equilibrium between ionized and un-
ionized compounds in liquid media, and the pH evolution. Also, when a more detailed model of 
the system dynamics will be obtained, it is thought that a systematic estimation of some 
unknown parameters could done ,such as the determination of the specific electron transfer 
efficiency coefficient for every reaction or every microorganism population evolved.    
Although the deficiencies detected, which should be the focus of future works, the model has 
shown its reliability to predict the system tendencies, concluding that modelling using variable 
stoichiometry and thermodynamic control is a powerful tool for analysing complex systems 
characterized by simultaneous and consecutive biological reactions. 
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ANNEX 1: CODEL CODE 
 
PROGRAM VALERATE 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z),INTEGER(I-N) 
PARAMETER (N=12) 
EXTERNAL FSUB 
DIMENSION Y(N) 
DATA TINIT,TFINAL,HINIT,TOLER/0.0,30.0,0.125,10E-12/ 
*INITIAL VALUES: 
*VAL CONCENTRATION(mM): 
 Y(1)=10.2166 
*XVAL(gSSV/L): 
 Y(2)=0.007*1000/113 
*PROP CONCENTRATION(mM): 
 Y(3)=0.0001 
*XPROP(gSSV/L): 
 Y(4)=0.001*1000/113 
*H2 CONCENTRATION(mM): 
 Y(5)=0.0001 
*XH2(gSSV/L): 
 Y(6)=0.0001*1000/113 
*AC CONCENTRATION (mM): 
 Y(7)=87.2866 
*XAC(gSSV/L): 
 Y(8)=0.015*1000/113 
*CO2liquid CONCENTRATION(mM): 
 Y(9)=1 
*HCO3liquid CONCENTRATION(mM): 
 Y(10)=1 
*H20liquid CONCENTRATION(mM): 
 Y(11)=1 
*CH4 CONCENTRATION(mM): 
 Y(12)=0.02 
OPEN(UNIT=1, FILE="VALERATE.DAT", STATUS="old") 
WRITE(1,1)TINIT,(Y(I), I=1,N) 
WRITE(*,1)TINIT,(Y(I), I=1,N) 
DO J=1,150 
TINIT=0.2D0*REAL(J)-0.2D0 
TFINAL=0.2D0*REAL(J) 
CALL RFK(FSUB,N,TINIT,TFINAL,HINIT,Y,TOLER)        
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WRITE(1,1)TFINAL,(Y(I), I=1,N) 
WRITE(*,1)TFINAL,(Y(I), I=1,N) 
ENDDO 
CLOSE(UNIT=1) 
1  FORMAT (1X,13F8.4) 
END 
 
***************************************************************************** 
 
SUBROUTINE RFK(FSUB,N,T0,TFINAL,HINIT,U,TOL) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z),INTEGER(I-N) 
PARAMETER (NMAX=20) 
DIMENSION U(N),V1(NMAX),V2(NMAX),V3(NMAX),V4(NMAX),V5(NMAX),& 
V6(NMAX),U4(NMAX),U5(NMAX),UTEMP(NMAX) 
      TK=T0 
      H=HINIT 
    5TKP1=MIN(TK+H,TFINAL) 
H=TKP1-TK 
      CALL FSUB(N,TK,U,V1) 
      DO 10 I=1,N 
      UTEMP(I)=U(I)+H*V1(I)/4 
   10 CONTINUE 
      CALL FSUB(N,TK+H/4,UTEMP,V2) 
      DO 15 I=1,N 
      UTEMP(I)=U(I)+H*(3*V1(I)+9*V2(I))/32 
   15 CONTINUE 
      CALL FSUB(N,TK+3*H/8,UTEMP,V3) 
      DO 20 I=1,N 
      UTEMP(I)=U(I)+H*(1932*V1(I)-7200*V2(I)+7296*V3(I))/2197 
   20 CONTINUE 
      CALL FSUB(N,TK+12*H/13,UTEMP,V4) 
      DO 25 I=1,N 
      UTEMP(I)=U(I)+H*(8341*V1(I)-32832*V2(I)+29440*V3(I) 
     & -845*V4(I))/4104 
   25 CONTINUE 
      CALL FSUB(N,TK+H,UTEMP,V5) 
      DO 30 I=1,N 
      UTEMP(I)=U(I)+H*(-6080*V1(I)+41040*V2(I)-28352*V3(I) 
     & +9295*V4(I)-5643*V5(I))/20520 
   30 CONTINUE 
      CALL FSUB(N,TK+H/2,UTEMP,V6) 
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      E=0.0 
      DO 35 I=1,N 
        U4(I)=U(I)+H*(2375*V1(I)+11264*V3(I)+10985*V4(I) 
     &-4104*V5(I))/20520 
        U5(I)=U(I)+H*(33440*V1(I)+146432*V3(I)+142805*V4(I) 
     &-50787*V5(I)+10260*V6(I))/282150 
      E=MAX(E,ABS(U4(I)-U5(I))/H) 
35 CONTINUE 
IF (E.GT.TOL) THEN 
H=H/2 
GO TO 5 
      ENDIF 
TK=TKP1 
      DO 40 I=1,N 
      U(I)=U4(I) 
   40 CONTINUE 
* WRITE (*,45) TK,(U(I),I=1,N) 
* FORMAT (1X,5F15.8) 
IF (E.LT.0.01*TOL) H=2*H 
      IF (TK.LT.TFINAL) GO TO 5 
      RETURN 
      END 
 
***************************************************************************** 
 
SUBROUTINE FSUB(N,T,U,F) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z),INTEGER(I-N) 
DIMENSION U(N),F(N)   
*FREE ENERGIES (Kj/mol) 25oC: 
 H=-39.87 
 H2=0 
 H2O=-237.178 
 HCO3=-586.85 
 CO2g=-394.359 
 CO2aq=-386.02 
 Prop=-361.08 
 Val=-344.34 
 Ac=-369.41 
 CH4g=-50.79 
 CH4aq=-34.74 
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*Ks Values (mM): 
 RKsv=1.7425 
 RKsp=3.5479 
 Rksa=2.03389 
 RKsh=0.0375 
*Ki Values (mM) of Ac: 
 RKiv=6.7796 
 RKip=16.271 
*Ki Values (mM) of NH3: 
 RKia=15.2941 
*Efficiency:  
 ev=0.6 
 ep=0.6 
 eh=0.6 
 ea=0.6 
*Temperature (K): 
 RT=328 
*VALERATE DECOMPOSITION: 
*Gibbs free energy: 
 AGovr=((0.25*(Val))+(0.25*(H2O))+(0.25*(HCO3))) 
AGovd=((0.25*(Ac))+(0.25*(Prop))+(0.25*(CO2g))+(H))-(AGovr) 
 AGrv=H*(-1) 
 A1=(U(7)**0.25)*(U(3)**0.25) 
 A2=(U(1)**0.25) 
 AGov=AGovd+(0.008341*RT)*LOG(abs(A1/A2)) 
AGvst=AGov+AGrv 
   RLOGvaln=(U(7)**1/4)*(U(3)**1/4)*(U(5)**1/2)*(U(9)**1/4) 
 RLOGvald=(U(1)**1/4)*(U(11)**1/4)*(U(10)**1/4) 
 AGv=AGvst+(0.008341*RT)*LOG(abs(RLOGvaln/RLOGvald))  
IF(AGv.GT.0)THEN 
 AGv=-0.0000001 
 ENDIF 
*Cell synthesis: 
 AGpv=AGov+35.07 
 AGpcv=18.8145 
IF(AGpv.LT.0)THEN 
 factorv=-1 
 ELSE 
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 factorv=+1 
 ENDIF 
 AGsv=(AGpv/(ev**factorv))+(AGpcv/ev) 
       Av=-AGsv/(ev*AGv) 
 Fsv=1/(1+Av) 
 Fev=Av/(Av+1) 
*Yeld(gSSV/gDQO): 
 Yv=(Fsv*113)/(20*8) 
*Mu(d^-1): 
 RMumaxv=(Yv*8)/Fev  
 RMuv=RMumaxv*(U(1)/(U(1)+RKsv))*((RKiv)/(RKiv+U(7))) 
*PROPINATE DECOMPOSITION: 
*Gibbs free energy: 
 AGopr=((0.1667*(Prop))+(0.333*(H2O))) 
 AGopd=((0.1667*(Ac))+(0.1667*(CO2g))+(H))-(AGopr) 
 AGrp=H*(-1) 
 A3=(U(7)**0.1667) 
 A4=(U(3)**0.1667) 
 AGop=AGopd+(0.008341*RT)*LOG(abs(A3/A4)) 
AGpst=AGop+AGrp 
RLOGprn=(U(7)**1/6)*(U(5)**1/2)*(U(9)**1/6) 
 RLOGprd=(U(3)**1/6)*(U(11)**1/3)   
 AGp=AGpst+(0.008341*RT)*LOG(abs(RLOGprn/RLOGprd)) 
IF(AGp.GT.0)THEN 
 AGp=-0.0000001 
 ENDIF 
*Cell synthesis: 
       AGpp=AGop+35.07 
       AGpcp=18.8145 
 IF(AGpp.LT.0)THEN 
 factorp=-1 
 ELSE 
 factorp=+1 
 ENDIF 
AGsp=(AGpp/(ep**factorp))+(AGpcp/ep) 
       Ap=-AGsp/(ep*AGp)  
       Fsp=1/(1+Ap) 
 Fep=Ap/(Ap+1) 
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*Yeld(gSSV/gDQO): 
 Yp=(Fsp*113)/(20*8) 
*Mu(d^-1):  
       RMumaxp=(Yp*8)/Fep 
 RMup=RMumaxp*(U(3)/(U(3)+RKsp))*((RKip)/(RKip+U(7))) 
*HYDROGEN UPTAKE: 
*Gibbs free energy: 
 AGoh=H 
 AGrhd=((0.125*(CH4g))+(0.25*(H2O)))-((0.125*(CO2g))+(H)) 
 A5=(U(12)**0.125) 
 A6=(1) 
      AGrh=AGrhd+(0.008341*RT)*LOG(abs(A5/A6)) 
AGhst=AGoh+AGrh 
RLOGhn=(U(11)**1/4)*(U(12)**1/8) 
 RLOGhd=(U(9)**1/8)*(U(5)**1/2)    
 AGh=AGhst+(0.008341*RT)*LOG(abs(RLOGhn/RLOGhd)) 
IF(AGh.GT.0)THEN 
 AGh=-0.0000001 
 ENDIF  
*Cell synthesis: 
 AGph=AGrh+35.07 
 AGpch=18.8145 
 IF(AGph.LT.0)THEN 
 factorh=-1 
 ELSE 
 factorh=+1 
 ENDIF 
AGsh=(AGph/(eh**factorh))+(AGpch/eh) 
       Ah=-AGsh/(eh*AGh) 
 Fsh=1/(1+Ah) 
 Feh=Ah/(Ah+1) 
*Yeld(gSSV/gDQO):   
       Yh=(Fsh*113)/(20*8) 
*Mu(d^-1):  
       RMumaxh=(Yh*8)/Feh 
 RMuh=RMumaxh*(U(5)/(U(5)+RKsh)) 
*ACETATE DECOMPOSITION: 
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Gibbs free energy: 
 AGoar=((0.125*(Ac))+(0.375*(H2O))) 
 AGoad=((0.125*(CO2g))+(0.125*(HCO3))+(H))-(AGoar) 
 AGra=((0.125*(CH4g))+(0.25*(H2O)))-((0.125*(CO2g))+(H)) 
 A7=(1) 
 A8=(U(7)**0.125) 
       AGoa=AGoad+(0.008341*RT)*LOG(abs(A7/A8)) 
 AGast=AGoa+AGra 
RLOGacn=(U(10)**1/8)*(U(12)**1/8) 
 RLOGacd=(U(7)**1/8)*(U(11)**1/8) 
 AGa=AGast+(0.008341*RT)*LOG(abs(RLOGacn/RLOGacd)) 
 IF(AGa.GT.0)THEN 
AGa=-0.0000001 
 ENDIF 
*Cell synthesis 
 AGpa=AGoa+35.07 
 AGpca=18.8145 
 IF(AGpa.LT.0)THEN 
 factora=-1 
 ELSE 
 factora=+1 
 ENDIF 
 AGsa=(AGpa/(ea**factora))+(AGpca/ea) 
      Aa=-AGsa/(ea*AGa) 
 Fsa=1/(1+Aa) 
 Fea=Aa/(Aa+1) 
*Yeld(gSSV/gDQO): 
       Ya=(Fsa*113)/(20*8) 
*Mu(d^-1): 
       RMumaxa=(Ya*8)/Fea 
 RMua=RMumaxa*(U(7)/(U(7)+RKsa))*((RKia)/(RKia+67.1428)) 
*EQUATIONS: 
*Valerate equations: 
       F(1)=((-((RMuv*U(2))/Yv)/208)*1000) 
       F(2)=(RMuv*U(2))-(0.05*RMumaxv*U(2)) 
*Propinate equations: 
 R4=((((RMuv*U(2))/Yv)/208)*1000) 
 F(3)=((-((RMup*U(4))/Yp)/112)*1000)+R4 
 F(4)=(RMup*U(4))-(0.05*RMumaxp*U(4)) 
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*Hydrogen equations: 
 R5=((((RMuv*U(2))/Yv)/208)*1000) 
       R6=((((RMup*U(4))/Yp)/112)*1000) 
       F(5)=((-((RMuh*U(6))/Yh)/16)*1000)+R6+R5  
       F(6)=(RMuh*U(6))-(0.05*RMumaxh*U(6)) 
*Acetate equations: 
 R7=((((RMuv*U(2))/Yv)/208)*1000) 
 R8=((((RMup*U(4))/Yp)/112)*1000) 
 R10=((-((RMua*U(8))/Ya)/64)*1000) 
 F(7)=R10+R8+R7 
 F(8)=(RMua*U(8))-(0.05*RMumaxa*U(8)) 
*Methane equation: 
       R9=((((RMuh*U(6))/Yh)/16)*1000) 
 R11=((((RMua*U(8))/Ya)/64)*1000) 
       F(12)=R11+R9 
       RETURN 
       END 
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ANNEX 2: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
 
Experimental results of experiment 0 for valerate, propionate, acetate and methane (mM). 
 
Methane exp 0 
  TIME A B C 
0,000 0,02314 0,01579 0,0173 
0,139 0,05893 0,06183 0,05365 
0,358 0,20691 0,15354 0,13509 
0,806 0,51396 0,45562 0,38672 
1,125 0,77867 0,72754 0,55084 
2,104 2,24488 2,45418 1,83226 
3,094 3,74412 4,2566 3,35954 
3,826 4,66192 5,23712 3,79189 
4,997 7,48918 7,95479 5,72618 
6,826 13,40049 15,39355 10,70481 
8,885 20,82525 18,2727 15,07621 
10,826 23,11734 21,81863 17,75531 
13,042 21,86972 16,35233 14,02381 
15,008 19,28153 22,68695 20,67585 
17,954 21,80709 33,25044 26,02214 
19,930 23,61904 31,01668 29,62732 
24,010 22,02412 23,37048 26,38871 
27,040 35,63929 44,1876 47,75326 
 
Valerate exp 0 
  TIME A B C 
0,000 10,45 10,45 10,4 
0,139 11,35 10,813 11,3 
0,358 13,345 12,18 11,493 
0,806 9,75 10,05 9,9 
1,125 11,88 11,3765 10,0235 
2,104 9,046 9,3 9,45 
3,094 9,0635 9,0475 9,05 
3,826 8,83 8,641 8,7555 
4,997 4,47 4,465 6,185 
6,826 1,31 0,3745 2,1225 
8,885 0 0 0 
10,826 0,501 0,029 0 
13,042 0 0 0 
15,008 0 0 0 
17,954 0 0 0 
19,930 0,1445 0,157 0,1475 
24,010 0,1515 0,1485 0,148 
27,040 0 0 0 
Propionate exp 0 
  TIME A B C 
0,000 0 0 0 
0,139 0,4135 0,0765 0 
0,358 0,955 0,725 0,227 
0,806 1,415 0,685 0,505 
1,125 2,16 1,255 1,02 
2,104 1,755 1,37 1,195 
3,094 2,54 2,265 1,64 
3,826 3,17 2,78 1,86 
4,997 4,03 4,29 2,655 
6,826 10,55 10,1 8 
8,885 11,49 11,105 11,2975 
10,826 11,085 10,565 10,9075 
13,042 10,58 9,06 10,2675 
15,008 8,175 7,365 8,1175 
17,954 9,3375 3,44 5,605 
19,930 7,7875 1,9 3,4375 
24,010 4,815 1,2275 0,665 
27,040 5,39 0,0085 0 
Acetate exp 0 
  TIME A B C 
0,000 0,8725 0,4135 0,3955 
0,139 3,925 2,105 1,265 
0,358 2,7 2,21 1,615 
0,806 7,385 3,44 2,7 
1,125 6,435 3,34 2,46 
2,104 6,295 4,18 3,73 
3,094 6,745 4,635 3,8 
3,826 4,75 3,445 3,055 
4,997 4,96 4,44 3,035 
6,826 7,65 6,37 5,375 
8,885 2,675 1,805 3,325 
10,826 1,1975 0,97 1,035 
13,042 1,015 1,715 1,0675 
15,008 1,245 3,75 2,6375 
17,954 2,4375 7,29 5,29 
20,000 3,25 9,8675 8,4725 
24,010 7,85 9,9675 11,5225 
27,040 4,0775 9,795 10,2875 
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Experimental results for experiment 50 for valerate, propionate, acetate and methane (mM). 
Propionate exp 50 
  TIME A B C 
0 0 0 0 
0,139 0 0 0,1475 
0,358 0,3095 0,3215 0,4365 
0,806 0,575 0,274 0,4235 
1,125 0,905 0,865 0,9 
2,104 0,96 0,9 0,885 
3,094 4,655 0,955 0,93 
3,826 1,215 0,995 0,96 
4,997 0,52 0,182 0,1645 
6,826 3,03 1,63 1,065 
8,885 9,43 11,245 11,195 
10,826 11,17 11,59 11,395 
13,042 10,125 10,535 10,845 
15,008 6,94 8,145 8,79 
17,954 3,11 3,065 4,17 
19,93 0,2985 0,477 1,92 
24,01 0,1375 0 0 
27,04 0 0 0 
 
Methane exp 50 
  TIME A B C 
0 0,02366 0,02682 0,02206 
0,139 0,12783 0,12441 0,11998 
0,358 0,39525 0,47056 0,47958 
0,806 1,83117 1,84085 1,8324 
1,125 2,76473 2,63865 2,48509 
2,104 8,18418 8,56989 7,82223 
3,094 15,6012 16,5326 15,0941 
3,826 21,9463 22,3799 20,4089 
4,997 34,0587 33,5101 31,1575 
6,826 50,9298 46,6837 48,8914 
8,885 54,5185 51,7961 53,5143 
10,826 70,4059 68,5895 60,6468 
13,042 41,8565 46,4236 39,2651 
15,008 65,9993 63,7828 59,0402 
17,954 77,4233 76,3117 71,9327 
19,93 94,2559 79,7682 80,2395 
24,01 93,0538 96,7610 89,3809 
27,04 110,564 111,107 104,844 
 
Valerate exp 50 
  TIME A B C 
0 10,3 10,4 10,75 
0,139 10,9 11,2 10,606 
0,358 11,551 11,5395 11,059 
0,806 10,65 10,6 13,1 
1,125 10,2605 10,255 10,6995 
2,104 9,25 9,55 9,45 
3,094 8,35 9,7 9,7 
3,826 10,1515 9,545 9,65 
4,997 8,595 8,925 8,72 
6,826 8,53 7,7 9,18 
8,885 0 0 0,785 
10,826 0 0 0 
13,042 0 0 0 
15,008 0 0 0 
17,954 0 0 0 
19,93 0,1175 0,107 0,135 
24,01 0,13 0,1245 0,121 
27,04 0 0 0 
Acetate exp 50 
  TIME A B C 
0 37,6625 42,9325 46,695 
0,139 33,645 43,435 43,745 
0,358 38,335 43,835 44,62 
0,806 30,11 40,755 54,82 
1,125 36,395 39,115 43,31 
2,104 26,955 36,645 35,475 
3,094 6,455 31 31,56 
3,826 19,11 21,975 25,16 
4,997 8,98 9,87 13,43 
6,826 2,325 1,63 1,965 
8,885 3,84 4,345 4,695 
10,826 1,22 1,505 1,575 
13,042 1,25 1,27 1,26 
15,008 2,415 3,21 2,66 
17,954 7,34 8,635 6,255 
19,93 9,775 10,035 11,01 
24,01 8,89 8,335 10,27 
27,04 0,263 3,74 6,585 
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Experimental results for experiment 100 for valerate, propionate, acetate and methane (mM). 
Propionate exp 100 
  TIME A B C 
0,000 0 0 0 
0,139 0,08 0,112 0 
0,358 0,156 0,1075 0,086 
0,806 0,432 0,3265 0 
1,125 0,895 0,875 0,87 
2,104 0,88 0,88 0,875 
3,094 0,97 0,915 0,915 
3,826 0,955 0,975 0,94 
4,997 0,081 0,1565 0,097 
6,826 0,436 0,2915 0,2715 
8,885 0 0 0 
10,826 9,495 9,52 10,585 
13,042 10,575 10,77 10,775 
15,008 8,105 9,44 9,395 
17,954 5,16 2,445 2,625 
19,930 1,07 0,042 0 
24,010 0 0 0 
27,040 0 0 0 
 
Methane exp 100 
  TIME A B C 
0,000 0,02368 0,01785 0,01847 
0,139 0,11674 0,11771 0,11493 
0,358 0,37639 0,44542 0,45338 
0,806 1,66757 1,76186 1,66652 
1,125 2,5421 2,51007 2,72106 
2,104 7,72632 8,54071 8,28676 
3,094 14,4453 15,7632 16,2277 
3,826 21,2385 21,8901 22,1596 
4,997 33,8802 35,5093 38,2530 
6,826 71,0714 77,4445 80,4907 
8,885 80,4842 83,3341 88,9732 
10,826 100,566 81,6085 87,6687 
13,042 79,6875 91,4114 80,3434 
15,008 100,409 110,661 102,270 
17,954 106,740 120,692 101,258 
19,930 125,522 146,584 146,949 
24,010 125,096 150,187 138,880 
27,040 168,068 164,346 156,480 
 
 
Valerate exp 100 
  TIME A B C 
0,000 10,3 10,15 10,2 
0,139 10,9 10,35 10,8 
0,358 11,0505 11,75 11,75 
0,806 10,55 9,85 10,3 
1,125 10,394 10,5 9,55 
2,104 9,35 9,6 9,45 
3,094 9,35 9,95 9,6 
3,826 9,9485 9,496 9,4 
4,997 9,145 8,985 8,895 
6,826 11,155 11,7 10,205 
8,885 8,34 9,02 8,695 
10,826 1,365 0,76 0,1505 
13,042 0 0 0 
15,008 0 0 0 
17,954 0 0 0 
19,930 0,1075 0,108 0,1145 
24,010 0,0955 0 0 
27,040 0 0 0 
Acetate exp 100 
  TIME A B C 
0,000 84,66 87,8575 89,3425 
0,139 82,81 85,645 87,59 
0,358 85,575 90,505 92,41 
0,806 80,165 80,05 40,175 
1,125 73,1 80,065 77,305 
2,104 70,705 74,865 74,32 
3,094 61,86 68,165 68,945 
3,826 57,65 61,43 61,85 
4,997 42,58 46,17 46,84 
6,826 20,93 22,78 19,81 
8,885 2,77 2,855 2,85 
10,826 6,845 7,07 7,205 
13,042 3,27 3,55 3,015 
15,008 1,755 2,655 2,555 
17,954 4,175 5,44 5,69 
19,860 7,155 5,04 5,61 
24,010 3,815 2,17 2 
27,040 1,73 1,01 0,865 
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Experimental results for experiment 200 for valerate, propionate, acetate and methane (mM). 
Propionate exp 200 
  TIME A B C 
0,000 0 0 0 
0,139 0,2675 0 0,229 
0,358 0,1945 0,3075 0,605 
0,806 0,92 0 0,9 
1,125 0,93 0,945 0,965 
2,104 0,955 0,915 0,95 
3,094 0,975 1,075 1,055 
3,826 0,975 0,84 1,07 
4,997 0,37 0,368 0,86 
6,826 0,2565 0,2285 0,39 
8,885 0 0 0,357 
10,826 1,39 0,815 0,565 
13,042 3,015 0,87 0,67 
15,008 4,09 2,92 1,655 
17,954 9,1 9,785 9,4425 
19,930 8,985 8,6 11,96 
24,010 0 3,045 16,965 
27,040 0 0 0 
 
Methane exp 200 
  TIME A B C 
0,000 0,01564 0,01764 0,01191 
0,139 0,10338 0,10046 0,08937 
0,358 0,29327 0,32678 0,32164 
0,806 0,94381 0,96769 0,95107 
1,125 1,72082 1,65562 1,5688 
2,104 4,63809 4,69517 4,4164 
3,094 8,35951 8,75981 7,9391 
3,826 11,0128 10,8876 10,0025 
4,997 18,3191 17,7663 15,6788 
6,826 41,6473 41,5714 38,3040 
8,885 83,5309 80,8531 78,2192 
10,826 145,745 121,128 126,144 
13,042 112,663 113,317 116,108 
15,008 167,677 161,515 171,517 
17,954 179,679 182,561 188,883 
19,930 209,199 273,538 236,529 
24,010 189,404 209,903 159,864 
27,040 308,272 213,821 240,462 
Valerate exp 200 
  TIME A B C 
0,000 9,8 9,5 9,5 
0,139 10,05 9,85 10,45 
0,358 11 10,7 9,955 
0,806 9,85 10 9,95 
1,125 9,1 9,647 10,15 
2,104 9,1 9,2 9 
3,094 8,85 9 9,1 
3,826 9,4 9,6 9,25 
4,997 8,54 8,485 7,965 
6,826 9,695 10,46 9,45 
8,885 8,995 8,935 9,68 
10,826 9,06 9,935 9,515 
13,042 7,25 9,305 9,91 
15,008 3,955 7,825 9,26 
17,954 0 0 0 
19,930 0,122 0,109 0,1415 
24,010 0 0,122 3,065 
27,040 0 0 0 
Acetate exp 200 
  TIME A B C 
0,000 162,532 168,177 172,57 
0,139 164,67 174,43 174,065 
0,358 170,855 179,045 166,17 
0,806 138,795 154,725 166,445 
1,125 145,14 151,705 164,855 
2,104 133,38 147,725 152,95 
3,094 130,935 143,32 148,74 
3,826 133,69 45,69 151,585 
4,997 121,915 136,29 135,705 
6,826 120,835 142,18 135,965 
8,885 79,21 83,525 92,905 
10,826 41,385 46,735 49,48 
13,042 16,635 19,08 23,61 
15,008 10,275 11,35 11,26 
17,954 10,175 12,55 11,3625 
19,930 7,98 8,925 14,475 
24,010 1,19 8,605 18,835 
27,040 2,975 4,805 8,425 
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ANNEX 3: OUTPUT MODEL DATA  
 
Output data generated by the model created for simulation 1, Exp 0 for all species in 
mM during a period of time of 30 days. 
 
Time Val Xval Prop Xprop H2 XH2 Ac Xac CH4 
0 10,4833 0,0619 0,0001 0,0088 0,0001 0,0009 42,43 0,1327 0,0242 
0,2 10,4146 0,0629 0,0684 0,0088 0,0354 0,0009 41,6824 0,1397 0,8746 
0,4 10,3526 0,0632 0,1295 0,0088 0,0472 0,0009 40,9354 0,1455 1,7358 
0,6 10,2919 0,0633 0,1886 0,0088 0,0526 0,001 40,1754 0,1509 2,6147 
0,8 10,2313 0,0633 0,2471 0,0088 0,0554 0,001 39,4007 0,1561 3,5122 
1 10,1697 0,0633 0,306 0,0088 0,0574 0,001 38,611 0,1611 4,4283 
1,2 10,1071 0,0633 0,3653 0,0088 0,059 0,001 37,8063 0,166 5,3632 
1,4 10,0434 0,0633 0,4252 0,0088 0,0605 0,0011 36,9866 0,1707 6,3165 
1,6 9,9786 0,0633 0,4856 0,0088 0,0619 0,0011 36,1523 0,1754 7,2881 
1,8 9,9125 0,0633 0,5467 0,0088 0,0634 0,0011 35,3036 0,1799 8,2774 
2 9,8451 0,0633 0,6084 0,0088 0,0651 0,0011 34,4412 0,1843 9,2842 
2,2 9,7764 0,0633 0,6709 0,0088 0,0669 0,0011 33,5656 0,1887 10,3078 
2,4 9,7062 0,0633 0,7342 0,0088 0,0691 0,0011 32,6775 0,1929 11,348 
2,6 9,6345 0,0633 0,7984 0,0088 0,0715 0,0012 31,7775 0,1971 12,4041 
2,8 9,5611 0,0633 0,8635 0,0088 0,0742 0,0012 30,8664 0,2011 13,4755 
3 9,4861 0,0633 0,9297 0,0088 0,0773 0,0012 29,945 0,205 14,5617 
3,2 9,4092 0,0633 0,997 0,0088 0,0807 0,0012 29,0141 0,2089 15,6621 
3,4 9,3304 0,0633 1,0654 0,0088 0,0846 0,0012 28,0747 0,2126 16,7758 
3,6 9,2495 0,0633 1,1352 0,0088 0,089 0,0012 27,1278 0,2162 17,9024 
3,8 9,1665 0,0633 1,2063 0,0088 0,0938 0,0013 26,1743 0,2197 19,0408 
4 9,0811 0,0633 1,279 0,0088 0,0993 0,0013 25,2154 0,2231 20,1905 
4,2 8,9933 0,0633 1,3532 0,0088 0,1053 0,0013 24,2522 0,2264 21,3504 
4,4 8,9029 0,0633 1,4292 0,0088 0,1122 0,0013 23,2859 0,2295 22,5197 
4,6 8,8096 0,0633 1,5071 0,0088 0,1198 0,0013 22,3179 0,2324 23,6975 
4,8 8,7134 0,0633 1,5869 0,0088 0,1283 0,0013 21,3494 0,2353 24,8826 
5 8,6139 0,0633 1,6689 0,0088 0,1379 0,0014 20,382 0,238 26,0742 
5,2 8,5111 0,0633 1,7533 0,0088 0,1486 0,0014 19,4172 0,2405 27,271 
5,4 8,4046 0,0633 1,8401 0,0088 0,1606 0,0014 18,4566 0,2428 28,4718 
5,6 8,2943 0,0633 1,9296 0,0088 0,1741 0,0014 17,5018 0,245 29,6754 
5,8 8,1798 0,0633 2,0219 0,0088 0,1892 0,0015 16,5547 0,2471 30,8805 
6 8,061 0,0633 2,1174 0,0088 0,2061 0,0015 15,6172 0,2489 32,0858 
6,2 7,9373 0,0633 2,2162 0,0088 0,225 0,0015 14,6913 0,2506 33,2896 
6,4 7,8087 0,0633 2,3185 0,0088 0,2461 0,0015 13,7791 0,2521 34,4906 
6,6 7,6747 0,0633 2,4247 0,0088 0,2696 0,0016 12,8828 0,2533 35,6871 
6,8 7,5349 0,0633 2,535 0,0088 0,2958 0,0016 12,0048 0,2544 36,8774 
7 7,3891 0,0633 2,6497 0,0088 0,3248 0,0016 11,1474 0,2553 38,0598 
7,2 7,2368 0,0633 2,769 0,0088 0,357 0,0017 10,3133 0,256 39,2324 
7,4 7,0776 0,0633 2,8932 0,0088 0,3924 0,0017 9,505 0,2565 40,3932 
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7,6 6,9113 0,0633 3,0227 0,0088 0,4313 0,0018 8,7253 0,2568 41,5404 
7,8 6,7374 0,0633 3,1577 0,0088 0,4737 0,0018 7,9769 0,2569 42,672 
8 6,5557 0,0633 3,2984 0,0088 0,5198 0,0019 7,2593 0,2569 43,7889 
8,2 6,3658 0,0633 3,4451 0,0088 0,5696 0,0019 6,5719 0,2569 44,8928 
8,4 6,1674 0,0633 3,598 0,0088 0,6231 0,002 5,9173 0,2569 45,9818 
8,6 5,9603 0,0633 3,7572 0,0088 0,6801 0,0021 5,2982 0,2569 47,0539 
8,8 5,7444 0,0633 3,9229 0,0088 0,7404 0,0021 4,7173 0,2569 48,1067 
9 5,5197 0,0633 4,0949 0,0088 0,8036 0,0022 4,1774 0,2569 49,1382 
9,2 5,2865 0,0633 4,273 0,0088 0,8688 0,0023 3,6811 0,2569 50,1459 
9,4 5,0452 0,0633 4,4567 0,0088 0,9352 0,0024 3,2304 0,2569 51,1279 
9,6 4,7965 0,0633 4,6455 0,0088 1,0014 0,0025 2,8268 0,2569 52,0824 
9,8 4,5414 0,0633 4,8384 0,0088 1,066 0,0026 2,4708 0,2569 53,0085 
10 4,2811 0,0633 5,0343 0,0088 1,1269 0,0027 2,1617 0,2569 53,906 
10,2 4,0171 0,0633 5,2318 0,0088 1,182 0,0028 1,8978 0,2569 54,7758 
10,4 3,751 0,0633 5,4295 0,0088 1,2291 0,0029 1,6758 0,2569 55,6197 
10,6 3,4845 0,0633 5,6258 0,0088 1,2658 0,003 1,4915 0,2569 56,4407 
10,8 3,2194 0,0633 5,8191 0,0088 1,2895 0,0032 1,34 0,2569 57,2422 
11 2,9575 0,0633 6,0078 0,0088 1,2981 0,0033 1,216 0,2569 58,0281 
11,2 2,7004 0,0633 6,1903 0,0088 1,2893 0,0034 1,1142 0,2569 58,8021 
11,4 2,4496 0,0633 6,3652 0,0088 1,2612 0,0036 1,0298 0,2569 59,5676 
11,6 2,2068 0,0633 6,5312 0,0088 1,2121 0,0037 0,9585 0,2569 60,3273 
11,8 1,9733 0,0633 6,6869 0,0088 1,1407 0,0039 0,8968 0,2569 61,0831 
12 1,7505 0,0633 6,831 0,0088 1,0461 0,004 0,8417 0,2569 61,8359 
12,2 1,5396 0,0633 6,9624 0,0088 0,9279 0,0042 0,791 0,2569 62,5857 
12,4 1,3418 0,0633 7,08 0,0088 0,7866 0,0043 0,7428 0,2569 63,3312 
12,6 1,1581 0,0633 7,1824 0,0089 0,6247 0,0044 0,6965 0,2569 64,0694 
12,8 0,9894 0,0633 7,2668 0,009 0,4485 0,0045 0,6527 0,2569 64,7951 
13 0,8365 0,0633 7,3306 0,0093 0,2704 0,0046 0,6122 0,2569 65,4978 
13,2 0,6998 0,0633 7,3698 0,0099 0,1193 0,0046 0,5771 0,2569 66,1525 
13,4 0,5793 0,0633 7,379 0,011 0,0474 0,0046 0,5505 0,2569 66,7144 
13,6 0,4749 0,0633 7,3552 0,0124 0,0385 0,0046 0,5329 0,2569 67,2064 
13,8 0,3857 0,0633 7,2986 0,014 0,0389 0,0046 0,5226 0,2569 67,6863 
14 0,3106 0,0633 7,2092 0,0159 0,0405 0,0046 0,5193 0,2569 68,1669 
14,2 0,2483 0,0633 7,0872 0,0179 0,0432 0,0046 0,5231 0,2569 68,6537 
14,4 0,1973 0,0633 6,9333 0,0201 0,0468 0,0046 0,5335 0,2569 69,1515 
14,6 0,156 0,0633 6,749 0,0225 0,0515 0,0046 0,5501 0,2569 69,6643 
14,8 0,1228 0,0633 6,5363 0,0249 0,057 0,0046 0,5716 0,2569 70,1952 
15 0,0964 0,0633 6,2979 0,0273 0,0633 0,0046 0,5971 0,2569 70,746 
15,2 0,0755 0,0633 6,0367 0,0297 0,0701 0,0046 0,6248 0,2569 71,3174 
15,4 0,059 0,0633 5,7561 0,032 0,077 0,0046 0,6534 0,2569 71,9088 
15,6 0,0461 0,0633 5,4596 0,0343 0,0837 0,0046 0,6814 0,2569 72,5189 
15,8 0,036 0,0633 5,1506 0,0364 0,0897 0,0046 0,7073 0,2569 73,1455 
16 0,0281 0,0633 4,8326 0,0383 0,0944 0,0046 0,7299 0,2569 73,7857 
16,2 0,0219 0,0633 4,5089 0,0401 0,0975 0,0046 0,7483 0,2569 74,4364 
16,4 0,0171 0,0633 4,1825 0,0418 0,0986 0,0046 0,7617 0,2569 75,0942 
16,6 0,0133 0,0633 3,8562 0,0433 0,0974 0,0046 0,7695 0,2569 75,7551 
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16,8 0,0104 0,0633 3,5326 0,0448 0,094 0,0046 0,7714 0,2569 76,4154 
17 0,0081 0,0633 3,2142 0,0461 0,0887 0,0046 0,7672 0,2569 77,0709 
17,2 0,0063 0,0633 2,9032 0,0473 0,0817 0,0046 0,7569 0,2569 77,7174 
17,4 0,0049 0,0633 2,6017 0,0485 0,0737 0,0046 0,7404 0,2569 78,3505 
17,6 0,0038 0,0633 2,3118 0,0497 0,0652 0,0046 0,7179 0,2569 78,9657 
17,8 0,003 0,0633 2,0355 0,0508 0,0567 0,0046 0,6894 0,2569 79,5586 
18 0,0023 0,0633 1,7749 0,0518 0,0486 0,0046 0,6553 0,2569 80,1249 
18,2 0,0018 0,0633 1,5316 0,0528 0,0411 0,0046 0,6157 0,2569 80,6605 
18,4 0,0014 0,0633 1,3074 0,0538 0,0343 0,0046 0,5714 0,2569 81,1615 
18,6 0,0011 0,0633 1,1036 0,0547 0,0284 0,0046 0,5232 0,2569 81,6247 
18,8 0,0008 0,0633 0,9209 0,0555 0,0232 0,0046 0,4721 0,2569 82,0473 
19 0,0006 0,0633 0,7597 0,0563 0,0188 0,0046 0,4195 0,2569 82,4275 
19,2 0,0005 0,0633 0,6197 0,0569 0,0152 0,0046 0,3668 0,2569 82,7644 
19,4 0,0004 0,0633 0,5001 0,0575 0,0121 0,0046 0,3156 0,2569 83,0583 
19,6 0,0003 0,0633 0,3995 0,0579 0,0096 0,0046 0,2672 0,2569 83,3107 
19,8 0,0002 0,0633 0,3162 0,0582 0,0075 0,0046 0,2227 0,2569 83,5241 
20 0,0002 0,0633 0,2482 0,0584 0,0059 0,0046 0,183 0,2569 83,7017 
20,2 0,0001 0,0633 0,1934 0,0585 0,0046 0,0046 0,1484 0,2569 83,8474 
20,4 0,0001 0,0633 0,1498 0,0584 0,0035 0,0046 0,1189 0,2569 83,9653 
20,6 0,0001 0,0633 0,1154 0,0583 0,0027 0,0046 0,0942 0,2569 84,0597 
20,8 0,0001 0,0633 0,0885 0,058 0,0021 0,0046 0,074 0,2569 84,1344 
21 0 0,0633 0,0676 0,0577 0,0016 0,0046 0,0577 0,2569 84,193 
21,2 0 0,0633 0,0515 0,0572 0,0012 0,0046 0,0447 0,2569 84,2386 
21,4 0 0,0633 0,0392 0,0567 0,0009 0,0046 0,0344 0,2569 84,2738 
21,6 0 0,0633 0,0298 0,0561 0,0007 0,0046 0,0264 0,2569 84,301 
21,8 0 0,0633 0,0226 0,0555 0,0005 0,0046 0,0202 0,2569 84,3217 
22 0 0,0633 0,0171 0,0548 0,0004 0,0046 0,0154 0,2569 84,3376 
22,2 0 0,0631 0,013 0,054 0,0003 0,0046 0,0117 0,2569 84,3496 
22,4 0 0,0629 0,0099 0,0532 0,0002 0,0046 0,0089 0,2569 84,3588 
22,6 0 0,0625 0,0075 0,0524 0,0002 0,0046 0,0067 0,2569 84,3658 
22,8 0 0,0621 0,0057 0,0515 0,0001 0,0046 0,0051 0,2569 84,371 
23 0 0,0615 0,0043 0,0506 0,0001 0,0046 0,0039 0,2569 84,375 
23,2 0 0,0608 0,0033 0,0497 0,0001 0,0046 0,0029 0,2569 84,378 
23,4 0 0,0601 0,0025 0,0487 0,0001 0,0046 0,0022 0,2569 84,3803 
23,6 0 0,0592 0,0019 0,0477 0 0,0046 0,0017 0,2569 84,3821 
23,8 0 0,0583 0,0015 0,0467 0 0,0046 0,0013 0,2569 84,3834 
24 0 0,0573 0,0012 0,0456 0 0,0046 0,001 0,2569 84,3844 
24,2 0 0,0562 0,0009 0,0446 0 0,0046 0,0007 0,2569 84,3851 
24,4 0 0,0551 0,0007 0,0435 0 0,0046 0,0006 0,2569 84,3857 
24,6 0 0,0538 0,0005 0,0424 0 0,0046 0,0004 0,2569 84,3862 
24,8 0 0,0526 0,0004 0,0413 0 0,0046 0,0003 0,2569 84,3865 
25 0 0,0512 0,0003 0,0402 0 0,0046 0,0002 0,2569 84,3868 
25,2 0 0,0499 0,0003 0,0391 0 0,0046 0,0002 0,2569 84,387 
25,4 0 0,0485 0,0002 0,038 0 0,0046 0,0001 0,2569 84,3871 
25,6 0 0,047 0,0002 0,0369 0 0,0046 0,0001 0,2569 84,3872 
25,8 0 0,0455 0,0001 0,0358 0 0,0046 0,0001 0,2569 84,3873 
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26 0 0,0441 0,0001 0,0347 0 0,0046 0,0001 0,2569 84,3874 
26,2 0 0,0425 0,0001 0,0336 0 0,0046 0,0001 0,2569 84,3875 
26,4 0 0,041 0,0001 0,0325 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3875 
26,6 0 0,0395 0,0001 0,0314 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3875 
26,8 0 0,038 0 0,0304 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3876 
27 0 0,0365 0 0,0293 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3876 
27,2 0 0,035 0 0,0283 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3876 
27,4 0 0,0335 0 0,0272 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3876 
27,6 0 0,032 0 0,0262 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3876 
27,8 0 0,0305 0 0,0252 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3876 
28 0 0,0291 0 0,0243 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3876 
28,2 0 0,0277 0 0,0233 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3876 
28,4 0 0,0264 0 0,0224 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3877 
28,6 0 0,025 0 0,0215 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3877 
28,8 0 0,0237 0 0,0206 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3877 
29 0 0,0225 0 0,0197 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3877 
29,2 0 0,0212 0 0,0189 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3877 
29,4 0 0,02 0 0,018 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3877 
29,6 0 0,0189 0 0,0172 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3877 
29,8 0 0,0178 0 0,0165 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3877 
30 0 0,0167 0 0,0157 0 0,0046 0 0,2569 84,3877 
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